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ABSTRACT 

Detailed mapping of the Sierrita-Esperanza orebody has led to a revised 

interpretation of the Paleocene intrusive units, and a structural model for the emplacement 

of those units. A left-lateral wrench fault, expressed through Riedel shears, arranged in a 

flower structure geometry, is proposed to localize the porphyry intrusions, and control 

mineralization trends. This wrench fault, which strikes N85°E, and bends to N60°E within 

the orebody, is given as the reason why east-northeast striking faults on the southern side 

of the orebody dip to the northwest, while on the northern side of the orebody these faults 

dip to the southeast. 

Mapping of the Sierrita orebody reveals that Miocene extensional deformation has 

not tilted the orebody more than 10°. With this information, the regional geology of the 

Pima Mining District was re-evaluated using homblende barometry and reconnaissance 

geological mapping. The San Xavier Thrust is interpreted to be a low angle detachment, 

upon which the upper plate has moved to the north-northwest approximately 10 km. The 

Helmet Peak Fanglomerate was created and rotated when the San Xavier Fault was active. 

During the early Miocene, the San Xavier Thrust ceased movement, and a set of low angle 

normal faults, striking nearly north-south dissected the Sierrita Mountain's eastern flank. 

These later normal faults are thought to be correlative to the extensional deformation 

found in the Santa Catalina Mountains north and east of Tucson. 

A Re-Os isotopic study of sulfides within the Sierrita-Esperanza orebody provides 

mineralization dates and possible sources of copper. Molybdenite dating shows that 



mineralization of the orebody began at 63.5 Ma (+/- 300 ka, 2a), and ended sometime 

after 60.0 Ma (+/- 300 ka, 2CT). An isochron of chalcopyrite and pyrite samples with an 

age of 59.7 Ma (+/- 17.1 Ma, 2<j), and an initial 1870s/1880s of .152 (+/- 0.33,2a) 

suggests that the lower crust beneath the Sierrita Range has a low 1870s/1880s ratio. 

This suggestion, however, has many uncertainties as explained in the Re-Os chapter. 



II 

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis focuses on the Pima Mining District 30-40km south-southwest of 

Tucson, with particular reference to the Sierrita-Esperanza porphyry copper deposit 

included therein (Figures 1 and 2). The Sierriti-Esperanza orebody, presently mined by 

Cyprus Minerals Company for copper, molybdenum, and rhenium, has a history of mining 

dating back to the 1950's (Schmitt et al., 1959). Since that time, geologists have studied 

hydrothermal alteration (Preece and Beane, 1982), paragenesis and vein density (Titley et. 

al., 1986), fluid inclusions (Preece, 1979), uace element mobility (Anthony and Titley, 

1994), magmatic sources through geochemistry (Anthony and Titiey, 1988), and some 

structure (Lootens, 1966). General geologic features of the Sierrita-Esperanza deposit are 

summarized by West and Aiken (in Titiey, 1982). 

This thesis seeks to add to the knowledge of the district by contributing structural, 

whole rock, petrographic, and other geochemical data. A detailed map of the Sierrita-

Esperanza orebody is presented, which includes structural, hthologic, and alteration 

information. Major-element whole rock analyses and petrographic work are presented for 

the fist time on several mineralized porphyry plugs within the Sierrita-Esperanza pit. 

Hornblende barometry data on the Ruby Star Granodiorite is given. And finally, Re-Os 

isotopic data, collected from sulfides within the pit, is given, including three precise (+/-

300,000 years) dates of molybdenum mineralization. 

Based on this work, several interpretations are given including: 1) a chronology of 

magmatic events within the Sierrita-Esperanza magmatic system; 2) a strucmral model 

which accounts for the formation of the Sierrita-Esperanza orebody; 3) a Paleocene to 
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Present deformational history of the Pima Mining District - focusing on Miocene 

extension, and 4) a possible mixing model of crustal versus mantle influence for the metals 

of the deposit. 
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Figure 1. Map of Arizona showing the location of the Sierrita-Esperanza 
Porphyry Copper-Molybdenum Deposit. 
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Figure 2. Simplified and modified version of the Pima Mining District, located on the 
eastern flank of the Sierrlta Mountains, 20km south-southwest of Tucson. 
This map was made based on maps of Cooper (1973), Lacy and Titley (1959) 
and Titley (1982). Thrust faults within Paleozoic units, mapped by Cooper 
are not shown. Many more east-northeast striking faults mapped west of the 
Sierrita-Esperanza orebody are not shown as they cannot all be shown 
at this scale. 
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ORE DEPOSIT GEOLOGY 

LITHOLOGY AND ALTERATION 

Introduction 

The Sierrita-Esperanza mine contains eleven major rock imits which can be 

separated into older host rock, and younger, porphyry-related rock (Plate 1). Most of the 

older, pre-Paleocene units are described in other papers (West and Aiken, 1982). Recent 

focus on textural variations within the mineralizing porphyry, referred to as the quartz 

monzonite porphyry by Cooper (1960), and "granitic plugs and dikes of porphyritic 

texture" by Anthony and Titley (1988), has allowed several distinct, porphyritic inu^ions 

to be identified. This chapter focuses on the younger porphyries by presenting whole rock 

and modal analyses along with relative timing and mineralization observations. 

When discussing mineralization, the following definitions apply for this paper. Ore 

is defined as rock containing more than .28 Cu equivalent based on the equation Cu 

equivalent = weight percent Cu + 5x(weight percent Mo). Veins are altered fractures, 

generally planar joints, which contain pyrite, chalcopyrite, and/or molybdenum. Potassic 

alteration refers to orthoclase selvages on veins. Biotite containing veins are associated 

spatially with veins containing orthoclase, but as the orthoclase selvages were more easily 

identified in the field, maps of potassic alteration are based on the occurrence of 

orthoclase vein selvages. Sericite alteration is defined as the destruction of plagioclase 

and/or potassium feldspar by conversion to fine-grained muscovite mica. As veins with a 

sericite alteration halo are much easier to identify than the amount of pervasive alteration 
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of plagioclase to sericite, maps of sericitic alteration are based on the occurrence of 

sericite vein selvages. 

Older Host Rocks 

Oxframe Andesite 

The oldest unit in the mine area is the Triassic (Jurassic?) Oxframe Andesite 

(Cooper, 1960). This unit covers a large portion of the Esperanza area, and is underlain 

by the earliest porphyry intrusion - the contact being a shallow, south-dipping surface. 

This dark gray to black andesite is generally a good host for mineralization, and is typically 

highly chloritized. Veins containing quartz and chalcopyrite, with or without molybdenite 

and pyrite, occur abundantly with little to no alteration halo, although a thin orthoclase 

selvage is sometimes found. 

Oxframe Rhyolite Welded Tuff 

Overlying the andesite is the Triassic (Jurassic?) Oxframe Rhyolite Welded Tuff 

(Cooper, I960). This unit is typically light tan, with lighter colored phenocrysts, and 

sometimes contains foliated glass shards. Abundant veining is foimd, as in the andesite, 

but mineralization is typically sub-ore. Quartz-pyrite veins, with sericite alteration 

selvages, are the most abundant type of veins within this unit. 
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Harris Ranch Quartz Monzonite 

The 190-210 Ma (Damon et. al. 1965), Harris Ranch Quartz Monzonite 

encompasses much of the Sierrita pit's southern and western walls. Unaltered specimens 

typically have purple-gray feldspar and fine-grained biotite aggregates. Where this 

intrusion lies in contact with the Oxframe andesite, it is finer grained, and commonly 

aplitic. Within this unit, veins with orthoclase alteration, extend further outbound of the 

porphyry contact than veins with a sericite alteration selvage (Figures 3 and 4). Ore-grade 

mineralization is typically found close to the porphyry dikes and intrusions. 

Demetrie Volcanics 

This Upper Cretaceous unit is not foimd within the pit, but is included within the 

discussion of mine geology as it does contain copper mineralization, and has been 

extensively chloritized by the hydrothermal system created by the Paleocene porphyries. 

This imit is a green to purple andesite near the mine area, with small, 3-5 mm plagioclase 

phenocrysts. Cooper (1973) reports that this Upper Cretaceous unit contains andesite and 

dacite breccias, as well as rhyolitic tuff, and conglomerate. 
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Biotite Quartz Diorite 

Just north of the Harris Ranch Quartz Monzonite (Figure 2), lies the largest body 

of the youngest host rock - the late-Cretaceous / early-Paleocene Biotite Quartz Diorite 

(67 Ma - Hedge and Walthall, 1964). This mafic unit has several different textures, the 

most common being a fine grained, salt and pepper texture of biotite, plagioclase, and 

quartz. Other textures, including a black, aphanitic, diabasic phase are sometimes found. 

Away from the pit, in dikes cutting the Harris Ranch Quartz Monzonite, this unit (?) 

contains abundant hornblende phenocrysts. Another dioritic phase, closely resembling 

the Biotite Quartz Diorite is included as fragments within the Harris Ranch Quartz 

Monzonite, indicating a Triassic or older age. 

The biotite within the largest, western body of Biotite Quartz Diorite, is often 

secondary after hornblende (Preece, 1979), and is approximately 30% altered to chlorite. 

Veins containing orthoclase, epidote, quartz, chalcopyrite, pyrite and molybdenum are 

common in this unit within the pit, with highest vein densities occurring in ore zones near 

the porphyry contact. Preece (1979) noted that biotite and anhydrite are also present 

within these mineralized orthoclase veins, as are sodic plagioclase and chlorite. He also 

noted that magnetite, with minor sericite and remnant specular hematite also occur as vein 

fillings in sulfide bearing veins. See Preece (1979) and Preece and Beane (1982) for a 

detailed discussion of veining within the Biotite Quartz Diorite and the Harris Ranch 

Quartz Monzonite. 
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Paleocene Intrusions 

The Ruby Star Granodiorite 

The Ruby Star Granodiorite (58-62 Ma by Damon, 1968, and Creasey, 1964 in 

Cooper, 1973) encompasses much of the Sierrita Mountains eastern flank. Though much 

work has already been done on this batholith (Anthony and Titley , 1988, and Cooper, 

1960), I will summarize my findings here. This intrusion clearly lies in the granodiorite 

field of QAP and lUGS diagrams, with roughly 43% plagioclase (oligoclase), 25% 

potassium feldspar with abundant myrmekitic texmre, and 25% quartz (Figure 5). Biotite 

makes up 6% of the remaining volume, with hornblende, sphene, magnetite, zircon, and 

apatite combining for the final 1%. 

The Ruby Star Granodiorite was emplaced shortly before the ore related 

porphyries along a N 45^^ trend (Figure 2). 1 have made approximately 30 thin sections 

from 10 locations widely scattered throughout the batholith, and have noted the same 

assemblages with little variation. A few samples from the middle to northern portion of 

the batholith had microcline dominant over orthoclase, and some samples had higher 

sphene than others, but all of the thin sections examined were granodioritic. The texture 

of the batholith changes from north to south, becoming more porphyrytic to the south. 

Throughout the batholith, biotite is usually chloritized about the edges, and plagioclase is 

very weakly sericitized. 

In the northern end of the mine area, it is difficult to distinguish between the 

porphyritic Ruby Star Granodiorite and the mineralizing quartz monzonite porphyry 
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(Levering et. al., 1970). Interestingly, the same gradational pattern was observed for 

Chuquicamata, Chile (SiUitoe, 1973). It is undecided at present, however, whether this is 

a gradational contact or not, as a sharp contact between these two units was found in the 

Ocotillo pit, just east of the mine area. This paper will not use the name quartz monzonite 

porphyry, as given by Cooper (1960), as there are several porphyry bodies with 

compositions varying between granodiorite and granite within the quartz monzonite 

porphyry mapped by Cooper (1973). The granodiorite porphyries discussed below are 

likely equivalent to Cooper's (1973) quartz monzonite porphyry, as they represent the 

largest porphyritic intrusion exposed when the area was initially mapped. 

The Esperanza granodiorite porphyry and the Sierrita granodiorite porphyry 

These units represent textural varieties of the oldest (56.9 Ma, Creasey, 1964 in 

Cooper, 1973), and largest of the mineralizing porphyries. This intrusive phase varies in 

texture between the very porphyritic Esperanza granodiorite porphyry, to the less 

porphyritic Sierrita granodiorite porphyry located in the western end of the pit (Plate I). 

The Esperanza granodiorite porphyry is the largest porphyry in the pit area. 

Whole rock and modal analysis indicate that this unit is a granodiorite near to a granite 

(Tables 1 and 2, and Figure 5). This unit is easily distinguished from the later porphyries 

by its large, 2-3cm, orthoclase phenocrysts and coarser grained, more abundant, biotite. 

Generally, this unit has more of a seriate texture, but large volumes of rock within the 



Table 1. Whole rock analyses of Paleocene intrusions. Averages are plotted on QAP, 
AFM, and variation diagrams. 

Sierrita Sierrita Sierrita Sierrita granite Sierrita Esperanza 
granite granite granite porphyry porphyry granodiorite granodiorite 

porphyry (16) porphyry (17) (avg) (apiitic phase) porphyry porphyry 

Element (wt%) 
Si02 70.77 71.50 71.14 72.93 69.46 69.15 
A(203 14.27 14.69 14.48 14.64 14.70 14.56 
Fe203 2.20 2.23 2.22 1.61 2.74 2.94 
MgO 0.53 0.57 0.55 0.34 0.70 0.85 
CaO 1.47 1.60 1.54 1.06 2.27 2.27 
Na20 3.63 3.93 3.78 4.00 3.35 3.60 
K20 4.57 4.32 4.45 4.78 5.05 3.97 
Ti02 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.20 0.36 0.36 
P205 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.07 0.14 0.13 
MnO 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 

Nl ppm 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 9.00 8.00 
Sr ppm 334.00 391.00 362.50 415.00 457.00 402.00 
Ba ppm 1019.00 991.00 1005.00 1133.00 999.00 963.00 

NiO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SrO 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 
BaO 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.11 



Table 1. Whole rock analyses of Paleocene Intrusions (cont). 

Ruby Star Ruby Star Ruby Star Ruoy Star Biotite Esperanza 

Granodlorite Granodlorite Granodlorite Grahodiorite Quartz rhyodacite 

(7) (8) (9) (avg) Diorite porphyry 

Element (wt%^ 
Si02 67.74 69.43 67.39 68.19 55.45 70.05 
AI203 15.41 14.70 14.58 14.90 16.18 15.11 
Fe203 3.05 2.90 4.15 3.37 8.28 2.45 
MgO 0.88 0.81 1.34 1.01 4.58 0.67 
CaO 2.54 2.44 2.74 2.57 6.77 2.23 
Na20 4.11 3.90 3.24 3.75 3.54 3.91 
K20 4.01 3.69 4.05 3.92 1.99 4.04 
TI02 0.42 0.36 0.46 0.41 1.01 0.32 
P205 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.26 0.11 
MnO 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.13 0.03 

Nl ppm 8.00 9.00 15.00 10.67 41.00 5.00 
Sr ppm 522.00 436.00 413.00 457.00 643.00 464.00 
Ba ppm 1011.00 897.00 886.00 931.33 656.00 1155.00 

NiO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 
SrO 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.05 
BaO 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.10 C.07 0.13 



Table 2. Modal analyses of Paleocene intrusions. 

Ruby Star Ruby Star Esperanza- Sierrita Sierrita Sierrita Total for the Esperanza 

Sample 
Granodiorite Granodiorite Sierrita granite granite granite three Sierrita Rhyodacite 

Sample 
3.5 km north 

8ltm north of Granodiorite 
granite granite granite Rhyodacite 

Sample 
3.5 km north the mine Porphyry porphyry porphyry porphyry granite porphyry Porphyry 

of mine (M2a) (E-2) (8^) (12-29C) (7-25a) (7-22e) samples (12-29e) 

Quartz 22.5 27.5 24 20.5 28.7 25.8 25.0 21 
K-feldspar 26.5 23 27 29.5 28 35.5 31.0 30 
Plagioclase 43 43.5 48 39.7 34.1 32.3 35.4 44 
Biotite 7.5 5.5 1 7.7 6.1 5.6 6.5 5 
Magnetite 0.5 0.5 1.9 1.2 1 1.4 
Sphene tr. tr. 
Pyrite 1.3 1.2 tr. 1 
Pyroxene 
Amphibole tr. tr. 0.6 0.2 
Zircon tr. tr. 
Apatite tr. tr. 

Total 100 100 100 100.6 99.9 100.2 100.4 100 
200 points 200 points 100 points 156 points 164 points 124 points 444 points 100 points 

K) 
ON 
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southern part of the pit are chilled, with large orthoclase phenocrysts in an aphanitic 

matrix. Large orthoclase phenocrysts in this unit gradually disappear near the contact with 

the Sierrita granodiorite porphyry shown on the map. This gradation of textures, very 

similar geochemistry, and mutual early occurrence indicate that the Sierrita granodiorite 

porphyry and the Esperanza granodiorite porphyry may be textural variations of the same 

stock. 

The Esperanza and Sierrita granodiorite porphyries typically have little pervasive 

alteration; the biotite books are often pristine, with occasional chloritization around the 

edges, and the plagioclase is usually fresh, with some fault related clay alteration. 

Orthoclase veining dominates all other types of vein alteration, and is usually accompanied 

by chalcopyrite and molybdenite. Some coarse biotite veins are present, and anhydrite is 

routinely found associated with orthoclase altered veins, as is epidote. An extensive set of 

veins containing chalcopyrite, magnetite, quartz, with or without orthoclase and 

molybdenum, occurs exclusively within this unit. Quartz, sericite, pyrite veins are present 

within the unit, but are not nearly as abundant as orthoclase altered veins containing 

quartz, chalcopyrite, and pyrite, with or without molybdenum and epidote. 

Intrusion Breccia 

The intrusion breccia, which is generally proximal to the quartz-eye granite 

porphyry located at the center of the pit, is post-Esperanza granodiorite porphyry and pre-

quartz-eye granite porphyry (see below), as fragments within it include the former but not 

the latter. This unit is highly variable in texture. Some locations, generally within the core 
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of the unit, contain only 5-10% mafic xenoliths in a porphyritic, igneous matrix. Near Lhe 

outer limits of the intrusion breccia, xenolith population increases gradually within the 

porphyry matrix to 50-60% of the rock volume. At some locations, near the intrusion 

breccia-wall rock contact, no igneous matrix is evident in hand specimen, and angular to 

sub-rounded fragments make up nearly all of the rock volume. But as the dominant mode 

of this unit contains igneous matrix, this unit is correcdy named an intrusion breccia rather 

than an intrusive breccia as defined by Bryant (1968). 

Though this unit is immediately adjacent to the quartz-eye granite porphyry, it is 

not clear that it formed as the intrusive contact between older rock units and the quartz-

eye porphyry. The matrix of the intrusion breccia does not resemble the quartz-eye 

granite porphyry, as it lacks conspicuous quartz eyes and does not contain .5-1cm pink 

orthoclase phenocrysts diagnostic of the quartz-eye granite porphyry. The root of the 

intrusion breccia is also located several hundred meters west of the quartz-eye granite 

porphyry (Plate 1). No thin sections or whole rock analyses were made of this unit. 

Quartz-eye granite porphyry 

The quartz-eye granite porphyry is a large plug of poorly fractured, sub-ore rock 

located between the Sierrita and Esperanza pits (compare Figure 6 to Plate I). (The 

Sierrita pit is the larger pit on the westem side of the mine area, and the shallower 

Esperanza pit is on the eastern side.) The quartz-eye granite porphyry is elongate along 

both east-northeast and north-northwest trends. This unit has a breccia "rind" 

surrounding it, that varies in thickness from tens of meters to several hundred meters. The 



Figure 6. .28 Cu equivalent map of the Sierrita-Esperanza pit showing how ore grades are restricted to the 
early granodioritic porphyries, and older host rocks. Pink areas represent ore grades greater 
than .28 Cu equivalent. Blue areas contain less than .28 Cu equivalent. Different shades ^ 
within the colors do not represent grade variations. 
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breccia rind is usually ore grade, whereas the quartz-eye granite porphyry is sub-ore, at 

<•2 weight percent copper equivalent (Cu eq = weight% Cu + 5*(weight% Mo). A dike 

of this unit cuts the Esperanza granodiorite porphyry at the north end of the Esperanza pit 

Fortunately for the mine, this unit funnels down with depth. The rocks at the 

southern arm of this intrusion (see Plate 1), dip 10-15° to the northwest, while the rocks at 

the northern edge of this intrusion dip 60-70° to the south. 

The orthoclase phenocrysts of this unit are equant, consistently .5-1cm in diameter, 

and are typically pinker than the feldspar phenocrysts of the granodiorite porphyries. 

Quartz eyes are abundant, having diameters from .2-.7cm. The matrix which averages 0.1 

mm in grain size, and consists of quartz, orthoclase, and minor plagioclase, accounts for 

40% of the rock volume. Biotite books are less abundant, and smaller (~l-2mm diameter) 

than those of the Esperanza and Sierrita granodiorite porphyries (see Tables 1 and 2). 

This unit is dominated by veins with orthoclase alteration selvages, and is 

overprinted with sericite altered fractures. Some of these sericite altered fractures are 

primary quartz, pyrite, sericite veins, while others are older orthoclase altered fractures 

having a thin sericite envelope developed inside the vein. A sericitic overprint has altered 

20% of the plagioclase to sericite, and gives rise to a rock that is slightly green in hand 

specimen. Biotite is usually fresh with only 10-20% alteration to chlorite. 
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Aplitic phase of the quartz-eye granite porphyry 

A finer grained unit, called here the aplitic phase of the quartz-eye granite 

porphyry occurs within the quartz-eye granite porphyry. A xenolith of the quartz-eye 

granite porphyry within this phase, and a sharp contact with the quartz-eye granite 

porphyry indicate that this unit is both later and distinct from the quartz-eye porphyry. 

The orthoclase and plagioclase phenocrysts, together with the quartz eyes, are smaller 

than in the quartz-eye granite porphyry, and the quartz content increases relative to the 

quartz-eye granite porphyry. Whole rock geochemistry shows that this unit does have 

higher silica and lower titanium, magnesium, iron, and calcium contents than all the other 

porphyries foimd in the mine area (see Table 1 and Figures 5, 7 and 8). This unit does not 

appear on the included map (Plate 1) as I was unable to map the contacts completely 

because of inaccessibility. 

The aplitic phase of the quartz-eye granite porphyry has the same alteration and 

mineralization characteristics as the above quartz-eye granite porphyry. Assay values 

always show this unit to be sub-ore, and a slight, pervasive sericitic overprint is present. 
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FeO 

Na20+K20 MgO 

Figure 7. AFM diagram showing a calc-alkaline trend of Paleocene intrusions. 
Symbols represent intrusions as described in Figure 5. Dashed line 
represents a tholeiitic trend. 
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Figure 8. Si02/Ti02 variation diagram showing a possible fractionation trend 
of the Paleocene intrusions. Symbols represent intrusions as described 
in Figure 5. 
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Esperanza rhyodacite porphyry 

The final major intrusion is the Esperanza rhyodacite porphyry. This unit is 

defined in the field by small .6cm plagioclase phenocrysts - some of which have been 

altered to a creamy white color, and a lack of pink orthoclase feldspar. In thin section, 

plagioclase is usually 3-10% altered to sericite, though some plagioclase phenocrysts are 

completely sericitized. Variability in alteration is also seen in the small (<2mm) books of 

biotite; some show only 15% alteration to chlorite, and others are completely chloritized. 

The quartz is anhedral to subhedral. 

The matrix of the Esperanza rhyodacite porphyry, with grains averaging .04-.08 

mm diameter, makes up approximately 40% of the rock. This small grain size made it 

impossible for me to feel confident in petrographic work, but I have included a modal 

analysis of this unit as an estimate. 

The Esperanza rhyodacite porphyry is dominated by orthoclase altered mineralized 

veins that contain both molybdenum and chalcopyrite. The unit is nearly always sub-ore 

grade with a fracture density of <.2 cm"'. If this unit is the last major intrusion, as foliated 

contacts along the quartz-eye granite porphyry, and cross cutting dacite dikes indicate, 

mineralization continued through the very last intrusive event. 
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Disciission 

Several trends can be seen through time in the evolution of the Sierrita-Esperanza 

Paleocene porphyry intrusions. The first is a trend from large to small. From the Ruby 

Star Granodiorite to the small, aplitic phase of the quartz-eye granite porphyry, the 

intrusions become smaller. 

The second is that the intrusions become more felsic over time, as represented by 

whole rock analysis (Table 1, and Figures 5, 7, and 8). Figures 7 and 8, which are plotted 

based on whole rock analysis, show o-ends indicative of a fractionating, calc-alkaline 

magma chamber, which successively ejected more evolved magmas. The calc-alkalic ttend 

of these magma bodies indicates that this magmatic system was located in a subduction-

related tectonic setting (Wilson, 1989). Except for the Esperanza rhyodacite porphyry, all 

of the units plot from early to late on these diagrams. The rhyodacite does not follow this 

sequence, being more mafic than the quartz-eye granite porphyry, and yet succeeding it in 

time. 

If the sequencing of inuiisions seen in the and variation diagrams represents 

the evolution of a single magma chamber, then the Esperanza rhyodacite porphyry is either 

a pulse of more mafic material from lower in the magma chamber, or an addition of mafic 

magma to the chamber. Anthony (1986) inferred that the Sierrita-Esperanza magmatic 

system was active for 8 Ma, due to a progressive melting of amphibolite grade, lower 

crustal material by subduction related mande melts. She also states that the porphyry 

bodies themselves are late stage differentiates of a larger magmatic chamber at some 

depth. With this model of continual magma genesis, it is not improbable that the 
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Esperanza rhyodacite porphyry was intruded at a time when the magma chamber at depth 

was somewhat more mafic. 

A third trend noticed, is the progressive fining of matrix material. The Ruby Star 

Granodiorite is equigranular to weakly porphyritic. The Esperanza and Sierrita 

granodiorite porphyries are porphyritic with more of a seriate texture, while the quartz-eye 

granite porphyry is porphyritic with 30% aplitic matrix averaging .08mm in diameter. 

Finally, the Esperanza rhyodacite porphyry has 40% matrix with an even finer grained 

matrix. 

Relative timing of intrusions is easily recognized in the field, but discerning the 

amount of elapsed time between each intrusion is quite difficult Of the Paleocene 

intrusions, the Ruby Star Granodiorite clearly represents the first pulse of magma, as 

evidenced by cross-cutting relationships. K-Ar dating of this intrusion is somewhat poorly 

constrained between 56.7 and 63.6 Ma if a 2 My error and two worker's data are included 

(Damon, 1968, and Creasey, 1964 in Cooper, 1973). One of the porphyries within the pit 

was dated at 56.9 Ma (+/- 2 My) by Creasey (1964 in Cooper, 1973) and at 53.5 Ma (+/-

2 My) by Damon and Mauger (1966) using K-Ar techniques. These dates indicate that the 

porphyries are later than the Ruby Star Granodiorite, but poorly constrain the amount of 

time elapsed between the intrusions. 

In a following chapter on rheniiun and osmium isotopic work, molybdenite 

mineralization ages are given that constrain one period of mineralization associated with 

the quartz-eye granite porphyry to 60 Ma (+/- 1 My), and another period of 

mineralization associated with the Esperanza granodiorite porphyry to 63.5 Ma (+/- 300 
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ka). Given these constraints, the following chronology of porphyry emplacement can be 

given. The granodiorite porphyry, which includes the Sierrita and Esperanza phases, was 

intruded at 63.5 (+/- 300ka), shortly after the Ruby Star Granodiorite was intruded and 

(partially?) cooled. Then, between 63 Ma and 60 Ma, the intrusion breccia was emplaced, 

followed by the quartz-eye granite porphyry. Shortly after the quartz-eye granite 

porphyry was emplaced at 60 Ma, perhaps before it completely crystallized, the aplitic 

version of the quartz-eye granite porphyry intruded into the quartz-eye granite porphyry. 

Then, finally, at some time after 60 Ma, the Esperanza rhyodacite porphyry was intruded. 
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STRUCTURE 

Methods 

Roughly 20 km of bench face in the Sienita-Esperanza pit was mapped in detail 

(r'=100') using a global positioning system, which made accurate location (+/-1 m) of 

features easy to represent on a digitally produced map. The mapping area comprised most 

of the pit, which is 3 km long, 1.5 km wide, and 0.5 km deep. Faults that cut the entire 50 

foot bench face and had more than 5 cm of faidt gouge were measured, totaling 471 m all. 

Sense of movement indicators such as offsets, crystal fiber lineations, and slickenlines 

were noted. Veins were measured only when they were large and wide (>10 cm), or were 

a part of a very distinct, sheeted set. 

Findings 

Faults 

Introduction 

Faults are defined within this paper as "a discrete zone of discrete surfaces 

separating two rock masses across which one mass has slid past the other" (Jackson, 

1997). The Sierrita-Esperanza mine area contains many faults; in fact, a typical day of 

mapping 500 m of bench face, will often produce a map of twenty faults with more than 

25 cm of gouge and countless smaller faults. The outright density of faulting can lead one 

to wonder if the entire Sierrita-Esperanza pit is not within a large shear zone. 

This high density of faulting makes tracing individual faults more than a few 

benches very difficult as few orientations systematically offset other orientations. To add 
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to the impossibility of tracing faults, individual faults often quickly change in orientation. 

It is not uncommon to see a large fault become overturned or change more than 20° in 

strike all within a 50 foot bench face. For these reasons, I have not attempted to link any 

faults I have mapped, unless they are conspicuously related. 

Within this complicated mesh of faulting however, several distinct sets and 

domains of faulting can be distinguished. The next few sections will show how the faults 

of the Sierrita-Esperanza pit can be organized into a coherent structural picture. 

The East-northeast Striking Set 

A lower hemisphere pole plot of all faults measured, shows a strong dominance of 

east-northeast striking, steeply dipping faults (Figure 9). This plot is very similar to many 

other plots of the area including one by West and Aiken (1982) which plotted joints and 

faults, one by White (1980) which plotted quartz, pyrite, orthoclase veins in an area 1-5 

km west of the mine area, one by Rehrig and Heidrick (1972) of veins in the pit, and one 

by Tidey et. al. (1986) which plotted altered fractures surrounding the pit. This 

coincidence between faults and mineralized fractures is directly observed in the field, as 

many of these faults have localized on mineralized fractures, crushing the sulfides to a 

black powder, and smearing molybdenite mineralization. 

Conversely, some of these faults have localized ore. These mineralized faults often 

contain large veins (> 3 cm width), and are accompanied by a higher than normal density 

of mineralized joints oriented nearly parallel to the faults. One ore-localizing fault, 

oriented N43°E/75°NW, found at the east end of the Esperanza pit, consists of a 25 m 
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Figure 9. Pole to plane stereogram of all faults measured in the mine area. 
This stereogram is very similar to others featuring Laramide 
deformation (Heidrick and Titley, 1982). Contour interval = 2%. 
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wide zone of similarly oriented strike-slip faults and joints. The density of mineralized 

joints increases from 0.3 cm ', 20 m from the fault zone, to 0.7 cm"' within the fault zone. 

The orientation of the mineralized joints surrounding and within the shear zone parallel the 

orientations of the strike-slip faults of the shear zone. 

Whether the faults localized on a pre-existing, mineralized joint set, or created the 

mineralized joints during shear movement, is a difficult question to answer. As many 

faults within the pit have veins coursing through their interior gouge, which consists of a 

hardened chlorite-sericite(?)-clay mixture, it seems that mineralization was 

contemporaneous with the faults of this east-northeast striking set. One such mineralized 

fault, at the bottom of Sierrita pit, contains 1 cm^ pyrite cubes within a sericitized, light-

green gouge. The euhedral nature and size of these pyrite cubes indicate that the pyrite 

formed within the fault gouge, which supports the idea that mineralization was occurring 

during fault formation, not previous to faulting. 

The concentration of parallel mineralized joints into a narrow planar zone may also 

indicate contemporaneous faulting. Whether the mineralized joints formed ahead of a 

propagating fault, or were created as Riedel shears adjacent to an existing fault, it is 

reasonable to suggest that faults, which have similarly oriented mineralized joints localized 

about them, were temporally related to those mineralized joints. 

These observations indicate that the east-northeast fault set mapped within the pit 

was active during mineralization and for sometime after ore emplacement As the faults 

that formed on mineralized fractures have the same general orientation as those which are 

mineralized, it is allowable to suggest that they formed during the same tectonic regime as 
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the mineralized faults; and therefore, likely occurred during the Paleocene, shortly after 

the Paleocene porphyries had cooled. 

Also within this east-northeast set of faults (striking N50°E to N85°E), a 

progressive deformation and possible rotation of northeast striking faults has occurred. 

Faults that have a northeast strike to them are cut by faults which strike in a more east-

northeasterly direction. Sense of movement is dominantly left-lateral and dip-slip on faults 

of this set, though some right-lateral and oblique dip-slip movement indicators are 

observed. In many cases dip-slip and oblique dip-slip slickenlines have overprinted strike-

slip slickenlines indicating movement in at least two directions on the same fault. 

Additionally, in some cases, these east-northeast striking faults die out quickly into 

joint sets of the same orientation, or quickly change in strike, or even become overturned 

so that a southeast dipping fault becomes a northwest dipping fault down strike. Merging 

of faults in a duplexing geometry is also common, as is pinching and swelling of breccia 

and gouge within the fault. This set of faults also bends to a more northeasterly (N40°E) 

strike as they are mapped at the northeast comer of the Esperanza pit and in the Ocotillo 

pit, located -500 m northeast of the Sierrita-Esperanza pit. 

This structural complexity makes defining the limits of northeast trending ore 

zones difficult; however, a few of the largest, most altered, and continuous faults do seem 

to guide ore zones for some distances based on blasthole assays and mapping. The strike-

slip zone with parallel mineralized joints mentioned above (N43°E/75"NW), is coincident 

with >.4 Cu equivalent grades along the entire 400 m it has been mapped, and a projection 

of it through Esperanza pit remains coincident with similar high grades for another 700m. 
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Actual fault displacements are difficult to ascertain, as mineralization often occurs 

within a largely homogenous pluton. One offset of -20 m dip-slip, south block down, was 

found on a relatively large fault (N70°E/80°SE, with 60 cm of gouge) that cuts a basaltic 

dike in the Harris Ranch Quartz Monzonite. Another strike-slip fault in the northeast 

comer of the Esperanza pit places one textural and alteration variety of the Esperanza 

granodiorite porphyry in contact with another. In the Ocotillo pit, a quartz latite dike is 

offset -25 m by a shallow dipping normal fault (NSO'IE/SS^NW). Based on these small 

offsets on relatively large faults (>50 cm gouge), it can be concluded that the faults within 

the pit generally do not have displacements greater than 50 m; however, as the faults are 

so abundant, significant overall deformation may have occurred. 

The Strike-slip Conjugate Set 

Within the set of northeasterly striking faults, a conjugate set of faults with 

horizontal slickenlines and crystal fibers was identified. (Crystal fibers are created by 

preferred directional growth of minerals during the faulting and in the direction of 

movement (Davis, 1996)). The crystal fibers give a right-lateral sense of movement on 

faults striking near N45°E, and left-lateral movement on faults striking closer to N80°E. 

One sample was collected on which both orientations, with their respective right and left 

lateral movements, is recorded with quartz crystal fibers and impact markings. When 

poles to planes are plotted, a conjugate set with a 20 of 35° is seen that is apparently tilted 

10° southward (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. Plot of strike-slip faults within the mine. Notice possible 
conjugate set. Contour interval = 2%. 
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Less Dominant Sets 

Three other sets of faulting within the pit are: I) a set of often mineralized, east-

northeast striking, shallow-dipping faults, located in the Esperanza pit area; 2) a 

commonly mineralized, north-northwest striking fault set with a moderate dip; 3) a minor 

north-south striking, nearly vertical set of undetermined relative age; and 4) a minor west-

northwest set that formed contemporaneously with the east-northeast striking major set. 

Each of these less dominant fault sets have many of the same characteristics as the east-

northeast major set, such as being located on and proximal to mineralized joints of the 

same orientation, having large veins within them, and having both strike-slip and dip-slip 

lineations on the same fault surface. 

Except for the north-south striking, nearly vertical faults, mineralization is 

observed to be closely related to all the other sets. Some of the widest (10-20cm) veins 

within the pit are found within the shallow-dipping, east-northeast striking faults of the 

Esperanza pit. Sheeted mineralized joint sets are nearly parallel to, and cluster around 

faults of the north-northwest striking set and the shallow-dipping, east-northeast striking 

set. Strike-slip and dip-slip movements have been identified on all these sets of faults, 

indicating a complex history of deformation. 

A diagrammatic representation of all the fault sets mapped is shown on Figure 11. 

Note that the east-northeast striking set is dominant relative to the other fault sets, and 

that north-northwest striking faults occur predominantly in the Esperanza pit area. Also 

notice the gradual bending to more of a northeast orientation of the major east-northeast 
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Figure 11. DiagramaticreprBsentafioiiofdcyTiinarTtfaultsetsrriappeclintheSiemtEhEspefaiizarTiiriearBa. Proposed R, R', and P 
designations are included, based on a wren(^ fault at dep^ hypothesis. Dashed line represents the left-tatenal wrench fault 
All faults shown have potential strike«lip motion. Map of pit lithology is included to shew how tliese structures relate to 
intrusions (see Plate 1 for unit identification). 
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set at the east end of the diagram. The east-west trending dotted line of Figure 11 is 

explained below. 

Fault Domains 

Two distinct dip domains occur within the east-northeast striking faults. East-

northeast striking faults in the northern half of the pit generally dip to the southeast, 

whereas those in the southern half generally dip to the northwest- On the enclosed map, a 

red line trending N85°E separates these two domains (Plate 1). Figures 12 and 13 give 

rose and stereonet diagrams for the northern and southern domains respectively. Note 

that all major Paleocene intrusive bodies are intersected by this line, and that the north-

northwest striking fault set is again foimd predominantly in the southem domain. 

Veins 

Veins are defined in this paper as an epigenetic mineral filhng of any joint, fracture, 

or fault in a host rock, with a tabular, sheedike form (Jackson, 1997). Though veins 

dominantly occur as mineralized joints within the pit, some veins occur within a fault, so 

veins will be referred to as mineralized joints and fault-veins to make the distinction. 

Though random veinlets are common to the orebody, the word "vein" will refer to both 

mineralized joints and fault-veins. 

Mineralized joint sets and fault-veins have a dominant east-northeast strike, but 

vary from vertical to horizontal in dip (Figure 14). The northern portion of the orebody 

typically has steeply dipping veins, while the southem area is more variable, becoming 



Circle = 30% 

Figure 12. Rose diagram and pole to plane plot of all faults 
in the northern domain. Contour interval = 2%. 
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Figure 13. Rose diagram and pole to plane plot of all faults in the southern 
domain of the pit. Contour interval = 2%. 
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Circle = 20% 

Figure 14. Rose diagram and pole to plane plot of major vein sets, 
defined as sheeted mineralized joints and fault-localized 
veins. Contour interval = 2%. 
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more horizontal from north to south. A set of northeast striking quartz, chalcopyrite, 

magnetite mineralized joints, can be found continuously, north to south, for more than 

500m at the eastern end of the Esperanza pit. At the northern end of this set, the 

mineralized joints are nearly vertical, but on the southern end, at the bottom of the 

Esperanza pit, the mineralized joints are nearly horizontal. Northeast striking faults within 

the Esperanza pit seem to be domain boundaries to vein sets, as a dominant vein 

orientation sometimes abrupdy changes across a fault. 

Larger fault-veins, usually located within the southern half of the deposit, also tend 

to have a shallow dip. Some large chalcopyrite, pyrite, quartz, calcite fault-veins, 

measuring up to 40cm in width, are found within faults of the east-northeast set, indicating 

a pre-mineralization age of faulting. 

As with the faults, the dominant set of fault-veins and mineralized joints change in 

strike from an east-northeast strike in the Sierrita pit to a northeast strike at the northeast 

end of the Esperanza pit. A profound similarity between mineralized joints and fault 

orientation is observed in the Ocotillo pit There a very dominant N40°E mineralized joint 

set occurs between some N40°E faults. The mineralized joints dip 10-20° different from 

the faults at this location, indicating that the joints may have formed as Riedel fractures in 

response to movement on the nearby N40°E faults. 

The similarity between vein and fault orientations indicates that two vein dip 

domains should be roughly correlative to the two fault domains mentioned above, though 

the necessary data has not yet been collected to do so. White (1980), however, did collect 

vein dip orientations 1-5 km west of the mine area, and did find two dip domains similar to 
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the fault domains noted above. His domains are separated by a due west projection of the 

fault domain boundary on Plate 1, which trends nearly east-west His northern domain 

contains east-northeast striking mineralized joints with a steep south-southeast dip, and his 

southern domain contains similarly striking mineralized joints with a steep north-northwest 

dip (Figure 15). Using fluid inclusions. White showed that these domainal vein sets, which 

consisted of quartz, orthoclase and pyrite mineralization, were created during the 

Paleocene hydrothermal event brought on by the porphyry intrusions of the mine area. 

A secondary northwest striking set of mineralized veins is observed in the pit, 

which may contribute to mineralization trends (West and Aiken, 1982). These veins are 

less abundant than the northeast striking veins, and sometimes occur within or immediately 

adjacent to northwest striking faults. 

Random veinlets are common throughout all intrusives and host rocks. Density 

measurements of megascopic mineralized fractures show that the quartz-eye granite 

porphyry (0.2-0.25cm ') and Esperanza rhyodacite porphyry (0.2-0.25 cm"') are both less 

fractured than tlie earlier granodiorite porphyries (0.3-0.35 cm '). Fracture density is 

highest in the southern area of the pit, especially within the Oxframe andesite of Esperanza 

pit. (Fracture densities are measured according to Titley (1986), where the length of veins 

is divided by the area enclosing the veins.) 

Fault-veins up to 3km due west of the mine have been prospected for their copper 

and possible precious metal content. One in particular, located 3km west of the mine -

north of the domain boundary, strikes S81°E and dips 56°SW, and contains azurite. 
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Northern Domain 

179 measurements 
contour interval = 3% 

N 

Southern Domain 

96 measurements 
contour interval = 4% 

Figure 15. J. L. White's (1980) observation of two geographic domains 
of quartz, pyrite, orthoclase veins1-5 km west of the mine area. 
These domains straddle the proposed N85E wrench fault noted on 
Plate 1. 
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malachite, and quartz. This fault-vein also shows horizontal and oblique dip-slip 

slickenlines comparable to faults of its domain. 

Dike and intrusion geometry 

The dikes and intrusions of the ore related porphyries have two dominant 

orientations. Two quartz latite porphyry dikes, located at the southwest side of the 

Sierrita pit, share the same orientation of the major fault set; one is oriented 

N65°E/85°NW, and the other has an attitude of N85°E/88°NW. Two porphyry dikes, 

located on the southem Sierrita pit wall, and associated with the main stage of 

mineralization, also have east-northeast and east-west orientations, with one dike oriented 

N69Ey82NW, and the other oriented N90E/90. 

Plate 1 also shows that some of the intrusions follow both north-northwest, and 

east-northeast trends. Notice the two north-northwest trending apophyses of the 

Esperanza granodiorite porphyry into the Oxframe volcanics, on the southem wall of the 

Esperanza pit. Also notice the north-northwest trending apophysis of the intrusion breccia 

on the southem wall, mid-pit area. Finally, notice the north-northwest sulking contacts 

between the Esperanza rhyodacite porphyry and the quartz-eye granite porphyry, and 

between the quartz-eye granite porphyry and the intrusion breccia. 

A structural contour map of the quartz-eye granite porphyry - Esperanza 

granodiorite porphyry contact from drill hole intersections, shows a strong, N75°E 

orientation of the quartz-eye granite porphyry. The root of the quartz eye granite 
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porphyry lies approximately 250m north of the fault domain boundary discussed in the 

previous chapter, and follows the trend of this domain boundary. A nearly flat-bottomed 

apophysis of the quartz-eye granite porphyry has intruded into the Esperanza granodiorite 

porphyry (see Plate 1). This apophysis is similar in orientation to the apophyses 

mentioned earlier for the Esperanza granodiorite porphyry and the intrusion breccia. 

Discussion 

Review of Wrench Fault Literature 

The features mentioned above indicate that a partially exposed, left-lateral wrench 

fault was active during the Paleocene, and is coincident with the fault domain boundary on 

Plate 1. This left-lateral wrench fault was active in emplacing the porphyry intrusions, 

controlling mineralization trends, and creating the fault sets discussed above. The wrench 

fault does not intersect the surface as a single fault strand, but is expressed as a negative 

flower structure by faults of the dominant east-northeast set. To document this 

hypothesis, a brief review of work done on strike-slip faults is necessary. 

Several authors, including Harding (1985), Bartlett et. al. (1981), and Woodcock 

et. al. (1986, 1994), have worked in natural systems and with clay and sand models to 

understand the development of upper level deformation associated with a wrench fault at 

depth. One of the basic findings is that a "flower su^cture," which can be either positive 

"palm structure" or negative "tulip structure," is usually developed over the top of a 

wrench fault by a series of synthetic, en-echelon faults (Figtire 16 and 17). The pahn 

structure is formed in a transpressional strike slip system where the deformation includes 
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Negative Flower Structure (Tulip) 

Figure 16. Profiles of flower structures, looking down strike. (Modified from 
Woodcock and Schubert, 1994.) 
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• Riedel shears 

B. 

R' 
Riedel shears and 
fault splays 

Lower angle P shears 

Rotated R' 

' ̂ ^ 

More P shears with 
lenses - nearly a 
throughgoing fault 

Figure 17. Sequence of siiear fracture developnnent in plan view above a 
left-lateral wrench fault (after Naylor et al. 1986) 
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thrusting of material up and out of the fault zone. Conversely, the tulip structure is 

formed in a transtensional environment where normal, and often oblique dip-slip 

movement occurs with strike-slip movement within the fault zone. As most strike slip 

faults are not entirely linear, compressional bends with a thrusting geometry, and releasing 

bends with a normal faulting geometry may be adjacent to one another along the same 

fault 

Clay experiments by Tchalenko (1970), found that synthetic Riedel "R" shears are 

generally the first generation of faults to form above a wrench zone. These shears are 

formed at an average inclination of 12° from the wrench fault itself, and become rotated 

and sheared themselves by new R shears and "P shears," which form at approximately 10° 

from the trend of the wrench fault. The first shears form when horizontal shear forces 

within the rock are at a maximum. 

Other experiments in limestone (Bartlett, 1981) and in compacted sand (Naylor et. 

al. 1986) have found some differing results. Within the limestone experiments, P shears 

tend to form contemporaneously with R shears, and form just before peak horizontal shear 

force is reached. In the compacted sand model, R shears form first, with "splays" at the 

tips of the R shears forming early. Splays are small scale extensions at the tips of the 

Riedel shears that trend at a greater angle from the wrench zone than the Riedel shears. 

All experiments develop the flower structure, as the Riedel fractures tend to curve in a 

heliocoidal fashion down into the singular wrench fault at depth (Figure 18 - Naylor et al. 

1986). 



Reidel shear 

Basement Wrench (left-lateral) 

Figure 18. Helicoidal geometry of Riedel fractures/faults over a basement wrench 
fault (modified from Nayloret. al. 1986) 
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As the deformation zone is continually sheared, other faults such as anthithetic R' 

shears, may form at high angles to the wrench fault (Figure 17). Tchalenko's (1970) clay 

experiments found these R' shears, which are the conjugates to the R shears, to be at 78° 

from the wrench fault Others, using different materials and confining pressures have 

noticed that both R and R' shears may form within a 20° range of typical values (Wilcox 

et. al., 1973). Normal faults typically develop in an orientation that bisects the conjugate 

R and R' shears if the fault is in transtension, which is compatible with the maximum 

horizontal stress being in the same orientation. Finally, if the wrench fault continues to 

move and rupture the rocks above it, the R, R', and P faults may concentrate the strain 

into a narrow, nearly vertical, anastomosing shear zone. 

Block rotations may occur within and adjacent to the wrench zone (Wilcox et. al. 

1973 and Jackson and Molnar, 1990). In a left-lateral shear zone, elements are rotated 

about a vertical axis in a counter-clockwise motion as in Figure 19. The en echelon faults 

are seen to rotate depending on their initial orientation and the compressional or 

extensional nature of the fault (Naylor, 1986). Faults such as the R' and normal faults, 

which form at a higher angle to the wrench zone tend to develop more rotation away from 

the compressional axis as deformation progresses. King and Sammis (1992) have found 

that tensional fractures are developed in isolated blocks as they are rotated by one another 

in a shear zone. These tensional fractures would develop at ~N50-70°E given a N30°W 

set of en echelon strike-slip faults (Figure 19). 
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Figure 19. Counterclockwise block rotation of nnaterial within a shear zone 
(adapted from Woodcock and Schubert, 1994). In the N85E strike-slip 
of the mine, this diagram would indicate that rotation would be facilitated 
by NNW striking faults. As this set of faults is relatively minor, extensive 
rotation within the orebody is not likely. Thin northeast striking lines are 
tensional fractures associated with the faults 
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Interpretation 

Comparisons 

With this brief review, comparisons between the structural features of the Sierrita-

Esperanza orebody and a left-lateral wrench zone may be made. The first, and most 

striking comparison is the en-echelon, northeast and east-northeast striking faults. As 

these faults are separated into northwest and southeast dipping domains, a configuration 

very similar to the flower structure mentioned above is seen. The cross-sections of 

Figures 20 and 21 provide a down-strike view of how these faults are arranged into two 

dip domains over the proposed wrench fault. The fault domain boundary trends N85°E, 

which would correspond to the strike of a wrench fault at depth. Since the north-

northeast striking faults make an acute angle of 5-40° with this boundary, and have strike-

slip and oblique-dip-slip movement, they may be thought of as R shears associated with a 

wrench fault below. 

The north-northwest striking and north-south striking, nearly vertical fault sets, 

which have localized mineralization, are interpreted to be partially rotated R' shears that 

formed contemporaneously with the east-northeast striking R shears. Recall that R' 

shears typically form at 78° (+/-20°) from the wrench fault, and typically obtain larger 

counterclockwise rotations in left-lateral shear zones than the R shears (Naylor, 1986, and 

Tchalenko, 1970). Given a N85°E striking wrench fault, the R' shears should initially 

form between N13°W and N27°E. The rose diagrams of Figures 12 and 13 show that the 

north-northwest striking fault set is oriented at N15-30°W, which indicates that the R' 

shears have been rotated coimterclockwise 10-20°. 
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As these R' shears formed contemporaneously with the east-northeast striking R 

shears, abundant fragmentation of both sets is expected. As the R' shears are less 

abundant than the R shears, it follows that the R' shears should be intensely segmented by 

the R shears, and that the R shears should be occasionally offset by the R' shears. The 

discontinuity of individual faults within the pit supports this fragmentation hypothesis. 

Efforts to trace north-northwest striking faults within the pit are much less successful than 

the moderately successful attempts to trace north-northeast striking faults. The north-

south striking faults not associated with mineralization (Titley et. al., 1986), may be due to 

Basin and Range extension, whereas those spatially associated with mineralization and 

alteration likely formed during ore emplacement as R' shears. 

The conjugate strike-slip fault set of N45°E and N80°E, has an unusually small 

acute angle that would only form under a transtensile stress field. It seems implausible for 

R' to be oriented at such a small angle relative to the underlying wrench fault, given most 

experimental and field studies. Naylor et. al. (1986) noted that as the regional al stress 

approaches the wrench fault, it changes in orientation to become more parallel to the 

wrench fault. As the R and R' shears are bisected by this maximum stress, it is expected 

that the R and R' shears would also rotate to a smaller angle with the wrench fault. 

However, R' shears usually form at more than 66° from the primary R shear, so even if 

al was within 10 degrees of the wrench zone, R' shears should be forming as described 

above. As the proposed R' faults of the conjugate set strike at approximately N45°E, an 

alternate interpretation for the strike-slip conjugate set seen in the field and on the 

stereonet is required. 
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There may be a component of pure shear deformation associated witiiin the 

wrench zone. Anderson (1942) first proposed pure shear deformation in strike slip 

regimes, but the experiments carried out by Tchalenko (1970), Naylor et. al. (1986), 

Wilcox et. al. (1973), and Bartlett et. al. (1981) showed that simple shear deformation 

best explains fault arrays associated with a wrench faidt. A.G. Sylvester (1988) points out 

however, that many domains of pure shear with conjugate strike-slip faults do exist, and 

cites the Wopmay orogen of northern Canada as an example. The scale of Sylvester's 

systems is different from that of the Sierrita-Esperanza mine area, but its principles may 

apply at that scale. 

At Sierrita, several features permit the interpretation of pure shear. The small 

junction angle of 35° makes space problems less problematic during pure shear 

deformation (Anderson, 1942) and indicates that CT3 is under tension according to the 

Mohr diagram. Heidrick and Tidey (1982) have proposed that the maximum Laramide 

compressive stress (al) was in a horizontal plane striking east-northeast +/- 20°, and the 

minimirai principal stress was in a horizontal plane oriented north-northwest +/- 20° based 

on dike and fracture measurements throughout the southwestern United States. Based on 

the observations of a conjugate strike-slip set with a dihedral angle of only 35°, and the 

similarity of the CTI defined by this set (Figure 22) to that given by Heidrick and Titley, it 

seems very reasonable that some pure shear deformation occurred along with simple shear 

in this particular shear zone. In fact, if the area is under tension, a component of pure 

shear deformation seems a requirement. This component of pure shear allows the 



Figure 22. Principal stress field based on conjugate strike slip faults 
within the mine. Contour interval = 2% 
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formation of R' shears centered about the (Tl stress axis in addition to the north-northwest 

striking R' shears created by simple shear deformation above the wrench fault. 

The other fault sets mentioned above may be explained within the wrench zone 

hypothesis also. The west-northwest group fits into the model as P shears that formed 

contemporaneously with the R shears, as seen in the limestone experiment (Bartlett 1981). 

The fact that this is a small subset (see rose diagram of Figure 13), would indicate that the 

wrench zone is only partially expressed. It follows that peak shear strain in the rock 

bodies had been reached (since an extensive R shear system was developed), but little 

additional movement occurred after that. 

The shallow-dipping, east-northeast striking faults in the Esperanza orebody can be 

interpreted in two ways - both of which imply a transtensile system with extension in a 

S30°E direction. If the wrench zone was under extension, R shears oriented roughly 

parallel to it would tend to have a dip-slip component along with a strike sUp component -

as may also be inferred from the overprinting of strike-slip slickenlines by dip-slip 

slickenlines. As these faults extended, the horse blocks between them would tend to 

topple, top to the south, as would the faults themselves to accommodate the extension 

(Figure 23). This would create low angle faults of an east-northeast direction. 

The other possibility is only corroboratory to the first. As the horses begin to 

topple, top to the south, a shear strain is developed within them which may create low 

angle faults having a similar strike as the faults that border the horses. It is entirely 

possible that both explanations are correct for the Esperanza area of the orebody. The 
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Figure 23. Diagrams showing how progressive extension of a tulip structure would be 
accomodated along low angle structures of the same general strike as the 
initial Reidel shears. Diagram a. shows a simple tulip structure modified 
Woodcock and Schubert (1994); diagram b. proposes how the tulip structure 
would be modified during continued extension; and diagram c. replaces 
initially horizontal stratigraphic horizons with mineralized joints created in 
response to ore-age faults. The southern area of Esperanza pit, where the 
quartz, chalcopyrite, magnetite veins are nearly horizontal, is represented by the 
toppled horses on the right hand side of diagram c. 
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quartz, chalcopyrite, magnetite vein set mentioned earlier, is then an indicator of toppling 

- assuming the set formed with a nearly vertical orientation (Figure 23 c.). 

These scenarios imply that more extension, and therefore down-dropping, was 

taking place in the Esperanza area of the mine than in other parts. Based on the proposed 

trace of the left-lateral wrench fault, it is seen that a releasing bend may be responsible for 

this extension (Plate 1 and Figure 10). If the fault is left-lateral, as evidenced by the right-

stepping en echelon Riedel shears, then an open space would tend to form approximately 

where the quartz-eye granite porphyry and Esperanza rhyodacite porphyry units have been 

intruded. The center of Esperanza pit, which seems to be toppled, based on shallow 

dipping normal faults and mineralized joint sets, lies immediately south-southeast of this 

releasing bend, which explains why so much extension and down-dropping have occurred 

there. 

This interpretation, of dropping the Esperanza area relative to the rest of the 

orebody, has several other evidences mentioned to me by other workers. S.R. Titley 

noted that the upper portions of the Esperanza orebody had a higher pyrite content than 

the rest of the orebody, indicating perhaps a higher level in the porphyry system (Tidey, 

personal communication). He also pointed out that the Mesozoic volcanics are only 

preserved in this portion of the mine, perhaps as a result of protective down-dropping. 

J.R. Cooper's (1973) map shows several faults striking into the pit area with the south 

block down relative to the north block, which also supports this interpretation. Finally, 

Aiken (personal communication) noted more pervasive sericitic alteration associated with 

the Esperanza area than with the rest of the mine on a whole, which again may allow 
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interpretation of a higher level within a porphyry copper system (Gustafson and Hunt, 

1975). 

The east-northeast trend of the dikes is explained by setting the principal horizontal 

stress as a bisector of the conjugate strike slip faults, which gives an orientation of N61°E 

for CTl (Figure 23). Note that this conforms to <Tl on a plot of all faults (Figure 24). This 

fixes a3 at ~S30°E. Extensional openings then will tend to form in a east-northeast 

direction, as is seen with the granitic and quartz latite dikes. The north-northwest trend of 

the intrusions is still somewhat problematic to explain in the context of a N85°E striking 

wrench fault Dilational openings, that would allow magmatic injection, would trend east-

northeast, not north-northwest, according to clay and sand experiments. Rotation of this 

east-northeast orientation seems implausible as it is preserved in the dikes, so one must 

call on another focusing mechanism. 

A pre-Laramide NW grain in the basement of southern Arizona identified by Titley 

(1976), is one explanation for this trend of magmatic emplacement It is possible that mid-

to-upper crust shear zones of Jurassic age helped localize the Ruby Star Granodiorite and 

some of the late stage porphyries. As these magmatic bodies rose along these trends, it is 

conceivable that north-northwest oriented tension would be created in the overlying rock. 

These tensional cracks would promote sloping along these trends. Laramide tectonic 

forces would then dominate smaller scale fracturing, faulting, diking, and porphyry plug 

emplacement 
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Figure 24. All faults measured in the mine area, with possible principal stress 
directions. Notice that the faults tend to be steeper than normal 
faults, and that two separate domains are not apparent. Also notice 
and compare the orientations of the major stresses with those given 
for the strike slip conjugate set - they are nearly identical. o2 in 
both diagrams (this and in figure 22) appears to be rotated -10 degrees 
about a N45-5C)W axis. Contour interval = 2%. 
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Timing 

Can we be sure that the faults concerned are not an overprint on an already fossil 

hydrothennal system? First, the faults have almost identical attitudes to the mineralized 

fractures, which indicates similar tectonic stresses were present during their formation. 

Second, some faults with the same orientation as the major east-northeast set have large 

(>20 cm) veins of chalcopyrite, quartz, pyrite, and calcite running through them. It is true 

that the fault may have formed on a large vein, but if it did, it had to be of nearly the same 

tectonic regime so that it would not cut the vein. If, on the other hand, the vein used the 

fault, the faulting occurred before the mineralization. Third, several instances of increased 

vein density within a shear zone have been cited above, where the vein and fault 

orientations are nearly parallel. All three evidences imply that the porphyry intrusions 

were being broken by the fault sets described, before, during, and after mineralization 

events. 

One may also ask what type of su-esses allowed veins to be oriented so decisively? 

A regional tectonic stress field seems necessary (Heidrick and Tidey, 1982). If this stress 

field is controlling the orientation of extensional fractures, why not faults also? If faults 

were formed, wouldn't they have nearly the same orientation as the fractures? It seems 

plausible. Viewed differently, shear zones within the cooling carapace may have localized 

higher densities of fractures, localizing ore along their lengths, perhaps explaining the 

north-east trends of ore within the pit. As has been stated earlier, high resolution blasthole 

assays show a remarkable spatial correlation between some the faults in the pit with 
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mineralization. Of course, it was the field observation of increased vein density within a 

shear zone that prompted me to look at the blasthole assays. 

White's (1980) observation of two vein domains (NW dipping and SE dipping -

Figure 15) in his mapping of mineralized fractures 1-5 km west of the mine, can be 

explained in terms of the negative flower structure. As the domain boundary (wrench 

fault) identified within the pit also separates White's vein domains, it can be inferred that 

the wrench fault controlled vein orientations for some distance away from the pit. This 

correlation between vein domains, several kilometers from the central orebody, and a 

basement wrench fault, which runs directly through the orebody, is potentially useful for 

exploration. 

This U-anstensional wrench fault may have helped localize the late stage porphyry 

intrusions. The large porphyry intrusions and the intrusion breccia are all intersected by 

the trace of the proposed wrench fault. If the wrench fault was active during the 

crystallization of the Ruby Star Granodiorite, it may have provided a conduit for later 

porphyry intrusions to break through the crystallized rind of the batholith. Recall also that 

the small dihedral angle for the strike-slip conjugate fault set indicates that a3 was in 

extension during the wrenching, which would further facilitate magmatic injection. 

Comparisons to Dilational Jogs 

It should be noted in closing, that the domainal nature of faults within the pit, with 

their strike-slip and dip slip movement, is also seen within dilational jogs (Figure 25). 

Sibson (1989) has called upon dilational jogs, which occur between two terminating strike 
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Extensional mesh Shear + Extension mesh 

Cymoid Loop 

Figure 25. Alternative models of dilational jogs created during 
strike-slip faulting (modified from Sibson, 1989). 
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slip faults, as focusing localities of hydrothermal fluids and magmas. Willis and Tosdal 

(1992) have applied this mechanism to explain gold mineralization in the Mesquite Mining 

District, Southeastern California using field data very similar to that of the Sierrita-

Esperanza orebody such as: an anastomosing mesh of faults with strike-slip and dip-slip 

movement; curviplanar faults; a similarity in strike between faults and veins, and a tulip

like profile. A few differences can be pointed out, however, which favor the wrench fault 

at depth hypothesis. 

Dilational jogs tend to be dominated by normal faulting, so the faults tend to form 

at 30° from vertical, and intersect along a horizontal line that parallels the strike of the 

faults. The faults at Sierrita are generally more vertical that those expected in a dilational 

jog, and the intersection of the conjugate set is more vertical than horizontal. It is possible 

that a continuum exists between these two types of shear zone configurations, with the 

end members being a strike-slip dominated regime with no extension, and the other a 

stike-slip created dilational jog with little to no strike-slip motion. 

The orientations of R, R', and P shears seem to fit well with a single wrench fault 

at depth hypothesis. The releasing bend in the wrench fault is contoured by extensional 

strike-slip faults in the Esperanza pit, and the tulip structure is fairly well defined over the 

wrench fault In a dilational jog, such as the shear + extension mesh, the tulip structure 

would only be present between two bounding shears, and would form at some 50-60° to 

them (Figure 25). This would indicate that the tulip structure defined in figures 20 and 21 

is boimd on each end by west-northwest striking shear zones. These shear zones have not 

been observed. 
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Conclusion 

These evidences support that an east-northeast striking, transtensile, sinistral fault 

of regional scale was active in the area of the Sierrita-Esperanza orebody from upper 

Cretaceous to Paleocene time. As mineralized joint sets, fault-veins, and faults within the 

pit share similar orientations where they are found together, and the faults are related to 

the wrench fault, it is hypothesized that this wrench fault was active before, during, and 

after mineralization, and played an important role in guiding ore zones. As the porphyry 

intrusions, and the intrusion breccia are all aligned along the wrench fault, and as the 

quartz-eye granite porphyry and the intrusion breccia root down parallel to, and within 

200 m of the proposed wrench fault, it is hypothesized that the wrench fault was active in 

localizing the emplacement of the porphyry intrusions. 
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REGIONAL STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

Overview 

Within the time frame of Paleocene to Present, three main, tectonically significant 

features are found within the Sierrita Mountains. The first is the faulting, veining, and 

diking associated with late-Cretaceous to Paleocene magmatism discussed in the previous 

chapter; the second is the Miocene San Xavier "Thrust", which has moved a large block of 

material, including the Pima-Mission orebodies, on the eastern side of the range; and the 

third is the Helmet Fanglomerate found in the upper plate of the San Xavier Thrust. With 

these three features in mind, a review of previous work can be made. 

Previous work 

J. R. Cooper (1960, 1973) published a map of the Sierrita Mountains based on 

over ten years of work, and published his interpretation of the area in 1960. Figure 2 

summarizes his map, but a copy of his original 1973 map should be in hand while reading 

this part of the thesis. His structural explanation of the region, briefly explained below, is 

mostly accepted by the mining community. 

Cooper (1960) does not elucidate on the structure of magmatic emplacement in 

the Paleocene, but does note that most aplite and latite dikes strike from N50°E to S80°E, 

and that a smaller set of N5°-10°W striking set of dikes appears to be conjugate to them. 

He focuses, however, on the San Xavier Thrust, which apparently strikes both north-south 

and east-west, with a 5-15° dip to the east or north respectively, and the Miocene Helmet 

Fanglomerate, oriented N60°E/56°SE. His mapping predates the knowledge of Miocene 
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detachment faulting in the southwest, so he inferred, as did W. C. Lacy (1959) that the 

San Xavier Thrust was indeed a thrust. 

By assuming that some large grooves, which trend N65°E in the footwall of the 

fault, are chatter marks rather than slickenlines, he concluded that movement on the fault 

was either N25°W or S25°E. By noting similarities between hanging-wall and foot-wall 

Paleozoic, Cretaceous, and Precambrian rocks, he hypothesized that the hanging-wall may 

have moved 10.5 km in a N25°W direction. This displacement indicates that the Twin 

Buttes orebody is the footwall counterpart to the Pima-Mission orebody (Figure 2). 

To explain the steep dip of the Helmet Fanglomerate, Cooper called on a 50-60° 

clockwise rotation (when viewed from the SW) about a N65°E axis. Backing out this 

rotation restores the fanglomerate to a nearly horizontal position, and brings the axis of 

the Helmet Peak Anticline (also in the hanging wall) nearly horizontal. This model does 

have some weaknesses however. 

Lacy and Titley (1962) questioned the efficacy of thrusting such a thin sheet of 

material over this 10 km distance without totally destroying it They called on gravity 

sliding of the upper plate off the sides of the doming Laramide batholith, rather than 

thrusting, to explain the low angle fault. 

R.R. Weaver (1965), in a provocative study on the structure associated with the 

Helmet Fanglomerate, explained that the fanglomerate was created by doming of the Ruby 

Star Granodiorite batholith along a N15°W axis, which put the crystallizing batholith and 

overlying rock under tension along the same axis, causing the development of a N60°E 

trending fault trough, bounded on its side by normal faults. This trough, or graben. 
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became a depositional site for material brought to it, from the west, by debris flows, 

landslides, and gravitational "glide plates". Weaver explains the steep dip of the 

fanglomerate by reactivation of a N60°E normal fault on the southern end of the 

fanglomerate. Weaver also noted that the "sole fault" at the base of the Hehnet 

Fanglomerate is sometimes found to contain N80°E trending Uneations. 

The hypotheses of the above authors came before the advent of detachment style 

faulting had really been worked out however, so new workers came in to explain the 

"detachment fault" and fanglomerate all anew. 

E. Seedorf (1983) has proposed that the San Xavier "thrust" is a high-angle 

normal fault that has been rotated southward approximately 60°. This hypothesis fits one 

model for detachment style tectonics, as higher angle normal faults tend to become 

rotated, as the extension continues, until they become horizontal, or even take on an 

opposite dip (Davis, 1983, 1981). The fanglomerate that forms at the toe of this fault is 

also rotated so that bedding is similar in strike to the fault, and dips toward the upper or 

tear-away portion of the fault This interpretation was based largely on reinterpretation of 

Cooper's (1973) map, and indicates that the upper plate moved in the same direction as 

Cooper (1960) concluded, but by a much different process. 

Lipman and Fridrich (1990) have continued on this theme. They propose a 30° 

southward tilt of the Sierrita Mountains, and cite several evidences including; 1) Miocene 

and Oligocene units on the south side of the range dip 10-30° to the south; 2) their 

observation that the Cretaceous Red Boy Rhyolite and Demetrie Andesite are tilted about 

40° to the south; 3) some pegmatites dip 20° to the south at the northern end of the range; 
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4) Mesozoic units at the northern end exhibit a higher degree of metamorphism than those 

in the south; and 5) the northern remnants of a caldera they have proposed are more 

suggestive of a ring complex instead of a caldera, indicating an increasing depth to the 

north. These evidences all suggest that the San Xavier fault was one of several 

detachment faults, with a top to the north displacement, which caused upper plate 

rotation, top to the south, during their activity in the early Miocene. 

Though all authors would agree that upper plate rotation occiu^s, some do not 

believe all detachment faults have been rotated. Authors including Lister and Davis 

(1989) and Livaccari et. al. (1995) have reported that low-angle detachment faults may 

have been at low angles throughout their life, and little, if any, fault rotation takes place. 

This could possibly lower the regional-scale rotations approximated by Seedorf (1983) 

and Lipman and Fridrich (1990) for the Sierrita Mountains, as the San Xavier fault may 

have formed in much the same orientation as it is presenUy. As interpretations of 30-60° 

regional-scale tilt are not supported by the geology of the Sierrita-Esperanza pit, more 

study was warranted (see Structure chapter). 

Methods 

As there are fimdamentally two tectonic regimes expressed in the Pima mining 

district from Paleocene to present (excluding Basin and Range), focus was centered first 

on the Miocene San Xavier fault with its accompanying Helmet Fanglomerate, and then on 

the structure associated with Paleocene intrusive bodies. 

The San Xavier Fault was walked out in order to find kinematic indicators, and 

thin sections were made of upper plate deformation at the fault contact. Verification of 
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bedding orientation of the Helmet Fanglomerate, and of pegmatite dike orientations in the 

northern end of the Ruby Star Granodiorite was made. Hornblende barometry was carried 

out on the Ruby Star Batholith to see if the top to the south regional-scale tilting 

hypotheses could be confirmed.. 

To understand the Paleocene tectonic regime, reconnaissance structural mapping 

was carried out west of the mine, but as I have reported on these findings when discussing 

mine geology, I will focus on several other observations here. Lineaments seen from 

oblique radar imaging, and observations of foliation and aplite dikes within the Ruby Star 

Granodiorite will be discussed. 

Findings 

Paleocene Deformation 

As mentioned earlier, the stress field operating in the Sierrita Mountains during the 

Paleocene seems to have been oriented such that CTI was horizontal at N60°E, (j2 was 

vertical, and crS was horizontal at NSO'^V. CT3 also seems to have been extensional instead 

of compressional. A similar stress field was described by Heidrick and Titley (1982) for 

the Laramide (70-50 Ma) in the American Southwest. 

This stress field acted upon a number of large faults during the Paleocene, 

including the proposed left-lateral wrench fault in the mine area, which seems to have 

localized the porphyry intnisives. This wrench fault seems to be secondary to a larger 

fault system seen with remote sensing techniques. 
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An oblique radar image mosaic of Southern Arizona (1988) shows one lineament 

(N65°E) cutting through the southern end of the Sierrita Mountains, passing within 500 m 

north of the Sierrita pit (Figure 26). This lineament seems to disappear shordy into the 

Ruby Star Granodiorite. It is within this fault zone that White (1980) measured the two 

domains of orthoclase-pyrite-quartz veins, and I observed east-northeast striking 

mineralized faults with strike-slip and dip-slip movement. Though a rough correlation, it 

seems that this large fault system was active when the wrench fault within the pit was 

active. 

Another lineament, the Sawmill Canyon Fault, trends N55'W through the Santa 

Rita Mountains - southwest of the Sierrita Moimtains, and into Mexico. Though not seen 

in the Sierrita Mountains by the radar image, this lineament can be projected to lie 

somewhere near the Twin Buttes mine. Between the Sierrita-Esperanza mine and the 

Twin Buttes mine (SE74, sec. 34, T. 17 S., R. 12 E.), a distinct foliation oriented 

N50'W/85SW is found within the Ruby Star Granodiorite. I suspect this may be related 

to movement on the Sawmill Canyon Fault for three reasons. First, the foliation lies 

within less foliated rock. Second, the contact with Precambrian granite near the foliation 

trends N19W, indicating that the foliation may not be due to plastic flow near the chamber 

wall. And third, G.H.Davis (1979) has noted that folds related to the Sawmill Canyon 

Fault have a N50°W axial surface. He also noted that the fault was likely active at least 

into the Cretaceous, northeast block up with some possible sinistral movement. Drewes 

(1972) found that the fault has not been active since the Oligocene. 



Figure 26. Oblique radar image of the Sierrita Mountains. Notice the north-
northeast striking lineament at the southern end of the range, 
passing just north of the Sierrita pit. g 
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In a traverse of the Ruby Star Granodiorite, I noted numerous east-northeast 

striking aplite dikes with dips varying from vertical to moderately northward and 

southward. Some of these aplites contained pegmatitic material. R. R. Weaver has also 

observed these steeply dipping, aplite dikes striking N50-70°E across the Ruby Star 

Granodiorite, and proposed that they were formed as the batholith was extended along a 

N15°W axis. 

Discussion of Paleocene Deformation 

It seems that during the emplacement of the Sierrita-Esperanza porphyry magmas, 

several large scale faults were active. First, the Sawmill Canyon fault was active, 

northeast block up, during the intrusion of the Ruby Star Granodiorite (Davis 1979, 

Drewes, 1972, and personal observations). Second, the east-northeast striking wrench 

fault, which cuts through the mine, was active during magmatic emplacement and 

mineralization (see Structure chapter). And third, the N65°E lineament may have been 

active just north of the mine. These structures effectively bound a block of material on the 

southern flank of the Sierrita Range that seems to be of a higher stratigraphic level, and 

thus down-dropped. These observations indicate that strike-slip faulting and block 

faulting were both likely occurring during the Paleocene. 

The striking similarity of vein, joint, and fault orientations looks to be of some 

genetic significance. I have measured mineralized vein sets adjacent to faults with the 

same strike as the fault, but with a dip some 20° different. This orientation suggests that 

some of the mineralized veins may form as Riedel fractures adjacent to the fault, thereby 

creating ore zones coincident with the faults. The hypothesis is further strengthened by 
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the observation that veins become denser near mineralized fault zones, and have more of a 

random nature away from mineralized faults. C.W. Bumham's (m Barnes, 1979) model 

of fracturing a shallow, water-saturated, carapace over a cooling magmatic body, would 

then be added to with this observation, as it only explains dominant vein orientations as 

dependent on the regional least principal stress (Rehrig and Heidrick, 1973). Though this 

is true, it may also be true that a large portion of the mineralized fractures formed in 

response to shearing along mineralized faults. As I have dealt with Paleocene structure 

extensively in the previous chapter, I refer the reader to it, and continue with post-

Paleocene deformation. 

Post-Paleocene Deformation 

San Xavier Fault 

The San Xavier fault is not continuously expressed, as seen on J.R. Cooper's map; 

indeed several kilometers may be walked between exposures. Its expression is different in 

different locations. The northern exposure of the fault, just west of the San Xavier mine 

(S V2, sec. 3, T. 17 S., R. 12 E.), strikes north-south, dips 30°E, has a tan colored gouge 

zone approximately 30cm thick, and places Paleozoic limestone on a granite that has been 

pervasively sericitized. Some parts of the gouge are lithified. 

At the western-most exposure of the fault, where volcanic rock is in contact with 

the underlying Ruby Star Granodiorite (sections 16 and 21, T. 17 S., R. 12 E.), the fault 

(N10°W/36NE) has developed a hematitic breccia similar to the Basin and Range "Pirate 

Fault" as exposed at the western end of the Santa Catalina Mountains. The fault breccia is 
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quite solidified, being more resistant than the granodiorite, and has taken on a reddish-

purple color. Within the breccia at this location, slickenlines trending S80°E are found, 

indicating east-west movement 

Thin sections of the breccia, cut parallel to lineation and perpendicular to the fault 

plane, show many small (< 1mm) shears sub-parallel to the fault plane. These shears 

make a 20° angle from the lineated surface measured clockwise, looking North; therefore, 

top-to-the-east movement is indicated. Lithic fragments in the breccia are broken, angular, 

and clustered between the shears. Quartz and hematite stockwork veining is found in the 

footwall with clay alteration. The orientation of the fault here is again roughly north-south, 

dipping 36° to the east. 

The southern end of the fault is quite ambiguous as large areas between fault 

exposures are encountered. When a low-angle fault contact is foimd, however, it is once 

again a yellow colored gouge approximately 20-30cm thick, indicating a fairly high level 

fault. At this location Cooper (1960) was able to find the fault, with mullion-like features 

plunging to the north. 

Helmet Fanglomerate 

As described by J. R. Cooper (1960), the Helmet Fanglomerate is an assortment of 

poorly bedded conglomerates of alluvial, debris flow, and landslide origin, bounded on the 

northern side by a depositional contact with upper plate Paleozoic rock, and on all other 

sides by the San Xavier Fault Within it are some andesite flows and a tuff unit; and 

crosscutting it are some andesite dikes. Vesiculation in the andesite flows indicate that the 
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unit is not overturned. The poorly to moderately consolidated fanglomerate is infrequendy 

found along wash channels, and is covered in many cases by a thin, lighter in color, poor 

to moderately consolidated conglomerate of nearly horizontal orientation. 

My own measurements of the fanglomerate (sections 23, 24, and 26, T. 17 S., R. 

12 E.) indicate an average bedding orientation of N56°E/56°SE, similar to Cooper's 

N60°E/56°SE determination. The thin, Ughter, horizontally oriented conglomerate, 

which is found atop the steeply dipping fanglomerate, is dismissed by Cooper as recent 

alluvium. Along the southern flank of the range; however, in the Tinaja Wash, where 

Tertiary basalt comes into contact with Cretaceous volcanics (SE V4, sec. 20, T 18 S., R 

12 E.), a few outcrops of this overlying, horizontal fanglomerate are present. Here the 

Tertiary basalts (23.7 Ma by Damon et. al. 1969), flowed over the fanglomerate while it 

was still soft enough to create a large diapir at least 30m in height. 

One half kilometer southwest of the San Xavier mine (Sl/2, sec. 3, T. 17 S., R. 12 

E.), along a small wash, an outcrop of the hanging wall shows sericitized Ruby Star 

Granodiorite unconformably overlain by this nearly horizontal conglomerate. A channel 

was cut into the bedrock, filled by foreset beds of conglomerate, overlain by horizontal 

bedding, and lithified. These features, along with its presence over the entire Helmet Peak 

Fanglomerate - and under the Tertiary Tinaja basalts, indicates that the horizontally 

bedded conglomerate is a stratigraphically distinct unit of middle-Tertiary age. 
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Hornblende Barometry 

Thin sections containing hornblende, titanite, magnetite, plagioclase, orthoclase, 

quartz, and biotite were made from several locations within the Ruby Star Granodiorite 

(Figure 2). The edges of fresh appearing hornblende enclosed within late melt orthoclase 

were analyzed on the microprobe for major element concentrations according to previous 

workers guidelines (Table 3) (HoUister et. al., 1987, Johnson and Rutherford, (1989). 

Pressure was calculated using Hollister et. al. (1987) where P( in kilobars, +/- I kbar) = -

4.76 + 5.46A1T, where Air is the total number of cations of Al per formula unit based on 

23 oxygens. To insure that each thin section was a part of the Ruby Star Granodiorite, a 

modal analysis was conducted for each sample, and compared with J.R. Coopers (1960) 

original definition of the Ruby Star Granodiorite (Table 4). 

The results show that the northwestern end of the Ruby Star Granodiorite is 

exposed at a greater paleodepth (13km (+/- 4km) for hbll) than the southern (7km (+/-

4km) - hbl3) and eastern ends (7km (+/-4km) - hbl2). Preece (1979) estimated that the 

Sierrita-Esperanza orebody formed at less than 4km paleodepth using fluid inclusions. 

Taken together, these data indicate the batholith has an apparent east-southeast tilt about a 

NlOE axis of approximately 38°. The S80°E trending lineations found on the westernmost 

exposure of the San Xavier Fault match this sense of rotation. 
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Table 3. Microprobe analyses of hornblende samples (edges only) 

hbHO) 
Cations based on 

element wt% 23 O P kbar Crystallization depth (km) 

SI 20.93 6.82 3.48 13.4 
Ti 0.34 0.06 
Al 4.31 1.46 
Fe 13.75 2.25 
Mn 0.66 0.11 
Mg 6.79 2.56 
Ca 8.00 1.83 
Na 1.02 0.41 
K 0.65 0.15 
CI 0.03 
F 0.33 

hbll(b) 
Cations based on 

element wt% 23 O P kbar Crystallization depth (km) 

Si 20.80 6.88 2.98 11.5 
Ti 0.53 0.10 
Al 3.99 1.37 
Fe 13.23 2.20 
Mn 0.54 0.09 
Mg 6.67 2.55 
Ca 8.05 1.87 
Na 0.92 0.37 
K 0.71 0.17 
CI 0.01 
F 0.21 

hbll̂ c) 
Cations based on 

element wt% 23 0 P kbar Crystallization depth (km) 

Si 20.15 6.74 3.87 14.93 
Ti 0.55 0.11 
Al 4.39 1.53 
Fe 13.80 2.32 
Mn 0.72 0.12 
Mg 6.27 2.42 These three hornblende samples from the 
Ca 7.76 1.82 hbl1 sample site give an average 
Na 1.09 0.44 crystallization depth of: 

K 0.73 0.18 13.3 km 
CI 0.07 
F 0.36 
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Table 3. Microprobe analyses of hornblende samples (edges only) (cont.). 

hbl2 
Cations based on 

element wt% 23 0 P kbar Crystallization depth (Ian) 
Si 21.58 7.04 1.75 6.76 
Tl 0.57 0.11 
Al 3.40 1.15 
Fe 11.69 1.92 
Mn 0.75 0.12 
Mg 7.54 2.84 
Ca 8.16 1.87 
Na 0.81 0.32 
K 0.51 0.12 
CI 0.04 
F 0.00 

hbll 2 (b) 
Cations based on 

element vvt% 23 0 P kbar Crystallization depth (km) 
Si 21.53 7.05 1.72 6.66 
Ti 0.58 0.11 
Al 3.37 1.15 
Fe 12.34 2.03 
Mn 0.76 0.13 
Mg 7.25 2.74 
Ca 7.85 1.80 
Na 0.86 0.34 
K 0.57 0.14 
CI 0.07 
F 0.35 

These two hornblende samples from the 
hbl2 sample site give an average 
crystallization depth of: 

6.7 km 
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Table 3. Microprobe analyses of hornblende samples (edges only) (cont). 

h|>l3 
Cations based on 

element wt% 23 O P kbar Crystallization depth (km) 
SI 22.39 6.98 1.98 7.65 
T1 0.57 0.10 
A! 3.68 1.20 
Fe 12.27 1.92 
Mn 0.50 0.08 
Mg 8.14 2.93 
Ca 8.63 1.89 
Ma 0.80 0.31 
K 0.57 0.13 
CI 0.07 
F 0.16 

As the hydrothermal system of the porphyry is approached, it becomes 
increasingly difficult to find a homblende that is free of alteration, so 1 am 
only able to present one homblende sample from this sample site. 



Table 4. Modal analyses of thin sections used for hornblende barometry. 

Sample hWI hbl2 hbl3 

Quartz 27.56 26.5 22.5 

Potassium feldspar 23.6 14.5 26.5 

Plagloclase 44.9 53.5 43 

Biotite 2.4 4 7.5 

Magnetite 0.8 0.5 0.5 

Sphene 0.8 0.5 tr. 

Pyrlte 
Pyroxene tr. 

Hornblende tr. 0.5 tr. 
Zircon tr. tr. tr. 
Apatite tr. tr. tr. 

Total 10Q,06 100 100 
127 points 200 points 200 points 

SO 
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Sample hbl2 was collected in the area mapped by J.R. Cooper as Ruby Star 

Granodiorite, and although it is a granodiorite, microcline is dominant over orthoclase. As 

the other two samples have little to no microcline, using sample hbl2 is somewhat 

precarious. If the hbl2 sample is not used, the batholith has an apparent southward tilt of 

20° assuming a N-S rotational axis as Lipman and Fridrich (1995) proposed. However, 

Cooper (1961) did include microcline as a phase of the Ruby Star Granodiorite, and as 

hbl2 fits the apparent rotation calculated using the S80°E lineations, Preece's (1979) fluid 

inclusion barometry, and the other two samples, I will not discoimt it. Sample hbl3 has a 

small amoimt of microcline. 

Discussion of Post-Paleocene Deformation 

The largest question of post-Paleocene deformation regards regional tilt. How 

much did occur, by what mechanism, at what time, and in what direction precisely. By 

using the observations noted above, a reasonable answer to these questions may be made. 

The plugs and dikes within the Paleocene Ruby Star Granodiorite are not oriented 

with a preferential southward tilt. My mapping of nearly vertical porphyry dikes, aplite 

dikes, and latite dikes within the pit indicate that the southern end of the Sierrita Range is 

nearly vertical. Steeply dipping aplitic dikes within the Ruby Star batholith have been 

observed by Cooper (1960), Weaver (1965), and myself, indicating that the batholith has 

not been rotated about some east-west axis. Except for the smaller scale block rotations 

noted in Esperanza pit, the structure of the Sierrita-Esperanza deposit indicates that the 
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orebody is nearly vertical. o2, as defined by the strike-slip faults of the pit. is nearly 

vertical, and cl and o3 are very close to horizontal (Figures 22 and 24). 

If the orebody has been tilted, it seems that it has been rotated about a N40-45°W 

axis counterclockwise 5-10° when viewed from the southeast (Figures 22 and 24). This 

rotation would bring al to horizontal and o2 to vertical. All latite porphyry dikes are 

nearly vertical, and the quartz-eye granite porphyry is upright. These observations, 

including the fact that a reasonable structural story can be told concerning the orebody 

without tilting, point to the conclusion that post-Paleocene deformation of the Sierrita 

Mountains did not rotate the orebody significantly. 

As these assertions seem to be at some disagreement with previous interpretations, 

and with some of my own observations including the hornblende barometry work, some 

explanations are in order. Table 5 groups the observations discussed above into seemingly 

incompatible groups. Group A includes evidences for the San Xavier fault being a east-

northeast striking, low angle detachment, which has caused significant upper-plate 

rotation. Group B includes evidences which support the San Xavier fault as a north-south 

striking, low angle detachment. Group C provides evidences that little to no region-scale 

tilt has occurred. 

First I would like to suggest the San Xavier fault never rotated 30-60° to the south 

as suggested earlier. It is a detachment fault however, as it fits a well known age of 

extensional deformation, and has the characteristics of a detachment fault (Davis and 

Hardy, 1981). Instead of calling upon footwall rotation of a steeper normal fault, as did 
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Table 5. List of obsevations concerning post-Paleocene deformation of 
the Pima Mining District. 

Group A: Evidences supporting the San Xavier fault as a ENE 
striking low angle detachment. 

1) North-plunging mullions in footwall of the San Xavier fault 
reported by Cooper (1960), and Lukanuski (1976) 

2) At the southern exposure of the San Xavier fault, it is seen 

to stike east-west, and dip 5-15° to the north. 

3) N65°E trending "chatter marks" of Cooper (1960) indicate 

that the hanging wall moved N25°W. 

4) The N60°E/56°SE oriented Helmet Peak Fanglomerate 
fits detachment models as being the rotated fanglomerate 

deposited on the upper plate of a N60°E striking, low angle 
detachment. 

5) Rotating the Helmet Peak Fanglomerate back to horizontal 

along the N60°E axis returns the axis of the Helmet Peak 
Anticline to horizontal (Cooper, 1960). 

6) Lipman and Fridrich (1990) have noted that a small regional 
tilt, top to the south ~ compatible with a east-northeast striking 
detachment system, is suggested by several observations 
including: 

a) Miocene and Oligocene units are tilted 10-30° to the 
south. 

b) Cretaceous volcanics dip 40° to the south. 
c) Pegmatites at the northem end of thfe Sierrita 

Mountains dip 20° to the south. 
d) Mesozoic units at the northern end of the Sierrita 

Mountains exhibit a higher degree of metamorphism 
than those in the southern end. 

e) A proposed caldera within the Sierrita Mountains 
looks like a ring complex instead of a caldera at the 
northern end of the range. 
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Table 5. List of obsevations concerning post-Paleocene deformation of 
the Pima Mining District (continued). 

Group B; Evidences supporting deformation along 
N-S striking, east dipping normal faults. 

1) The western exposure of the San Xavier fault(?) strikes N-S, 

dips 30-35° to the east, and contains E-W trending lineations 
(Cooper, 1960, 1973, Weaver, 1965, and present study). 

2) A structural contour of the San Xavier fault (Weaver, 1965), 
indicates that the fault dips to the east or east-northeast at 
10-15°. 

3) Hornblende barometry (this study) indicate that the Ruby Star 
Granodiorite batholith is apparently tilted 38° about a N10°E 
axis, top to the east. This is compatible with the east-west 
trending lineations found within the fault breccia, and three 
point problems including paleodepth estimates by 
Preece (1979), where he estimated that the Sierrita deposit 
formed at 4 km paleodepth. 

4) Titley (1982) and Lukanuski (1976) have proposed that a set 
of N-S striking normal faults have deformed the Sierrita 
Mountains after the San Xavier Fault was active. 
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Table 5. List of obsevations concerning post-Paleocene deformation of 
of the Pima Mining District (continued). 

Group C: Evidences supporting little to no regional-scale tilting 
Sierrita Mountains. 

1) The Paleocene plugs and dikes are nearly vertical within the 
Sierrita orebody and the Ruby Star Granodiorite (Cooper, 1960, 
Weaver, 1965, and present study). 

2) The structural interpretation of the Sierrita orebody indicates 
that little if any regional tilting has affected structures 
associated with Paleocene deformation (present study). 

3) The vocanics of the Tinaja Peak Formation (23.7 Ma, Damon 
et. al. 1969) vary in dip directions. Cooper (1973) found that 
these volcanics are sometimes horizontal, west-dipping 
and east-dipping. 

4) Laramide and older units, ie. the Cretaceous Demetrie Andesite 
may have developed a southward dip due to shouldering effects 
during the emplacement of the Paleocene intrusions. 
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Seedorf (1983), I use the observations of Livaccari et al. (1995) of the extensional 

deformation in the South Mountains, Arizona metamorphic core complex to support the 

possibility of little to no rotation of the detachment fault. The tilting of the Helmet 

Fanglomerate is then due largely to upper plate deformation (Davis and Hardy, 1981). 

The fanglomerate's N60E/56SE orientation of tilt fits well with a N60°E/20'WV 

oriented detachment fault, yet difficulties quickly to arise. If the detachment fault was 

oriented N60°E/20°NW, it seems not to be so any longer, as Weaver (1965) found by 

contouring it beneath the Helmet Fanglomerate. His work showed that a low angle shear 

zone dips to the east or east-northeast, and that the Helmet Fanglomerate deepens 

eastward. This observation, with the observation that the shear zone has east-west (+/-

10°) lineations, seems to indicate that the San Xavier Fault was strikes north-south, not 

N60°E. Lukanuski et al. (1976) may have provided crucial observations to help resolve 

this issue. 

They proposed that the Helmet Fanglomerate and San Xaveir fault are cut by 

several north-south trending normal faults, one of which is the steeply dipping (65°E) 

Ruby Fault (Figure 27). They also observed lower angle normal faults west of the Ruby 

Fault, which would correspond to the westernmost exposure of Cooper's San Xavier 

Thrust fault. These faults are a key to putting the all the observations listed in table 5 into 

a coherent history of the deformation together. 

A possible Oligocene to present structural history would be as follows. 

Extensional tectonics began in the late Oligocene, erupting the andesite flows found at the 

base of the Helmet Fanglomerate. These flows marked the onset of detachment faulting as 
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Figure 27. Lukanuski et. al. (1976) geologic map (modified), showing an alternative 
interpretation of J.R. Cooper's (1973) map. 
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observed in other detachments. The extensional direction is N30°W/S30°E, with CTI 

oriented vertically, and o2 oriented horizontally at N60°E. The San Xavier fault 

originated sometime in the early Miocene, as it has rotated late Oligocene sediments, but 

ceased movement by the middle-Miocene, as the horizontal fanglomerate, which covers 

the Helmet Peak Fanglomerate, and is itself overlain by 23.7 Ma volcanics, has not been 

rotated (Damon, 1969). 

As the hanging wall moved in a N30°W orientation over the shallowly dipping 

fault, the fanglomerate was deposited from topographically higher areas. Cooper (1960) 

and Weaver (1965) postulate that the material came from the west, based on a fining of 

rock size from west to east, but whether it came from the northwest, west, or southwest 

could not be determined. A southwest source would both provide a source for all the 

mineralized, and leach capped rock found within the Fanglomerate, and correlate fairly 

well with the east-northeast strike of the San Xavier Fault, provided uplands were west of 

the detachment scarp. I have chosen an initial orientation of N0°E/5°E for the 

fanglomerate using these observations. 

During transport, the hanging wall fanglomerate became rotated, top-to-the-SSW, 

to a N54753°SE orientation - nearly the same as observed today. This amount of rotation 

(50°) is common for detachment faults (Davis, 1981). The San Xavier detachment fault, 

which can still be seen to dip to the north at 10-30°, came to a halt by mid-Miocene, as 

another tectonic regime began, this time with an extension orientation nearly 90° from that 

operating during the San Xavier faults activity. This extensional activity, as explained 

below, accounts for the final structural deformation of the of the Pima Mining District. A 
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brief introduction to this extensional event is given before applying it to the concerned 

area. 

The Catalina detachment fault exposed in the Catalina and Tanque Verde 

Mountains, one range East of the Sierrita range, is described by Davis (1987) as a very 

large, shallow-dipping, normal fault with abundant mylonites formed due to shearing. 

Foliations within the fault indicate the hanging wall moved in a S60°W direction. 

Displacement on the Catalina detachment fault is unknown, but it has been found at 

several kilometers depth in the valley immediately west of the Catalina Range. Mapping 

of wrench faults within the Amole Granite within the Tucson Mountains, north of the 

Sierrita Mountains and west of the Catalina Mountains, indicate that the Tucson Range 

has been tilted T, top to the NE, about a N50°W axis (personal observation). These 

observations indicate that the Catalina detachment fault extends for some large distance 

west of their exposure. 

Wernicke (1985) has shown that normal faults, with an opposite dip as the 

detachment, may form some distance away from the tear-away scarp of the detachment 

fault, near the non-rotated part of the hanging wall. By assuming that some north-

northwest striking, west-dipping detachment, similar to the Catalina detachment, lies 

beneath the Sierrita Range, several observations can be accounted for. 

The low and high angle normal faults such as the Ruby Fault, and others reported 

by Lukanuski et. al. (1976) may then be normal faults developed in the hanging wall of the 

Catalina detachment fault, as they to strike to the north-northwest and have dips opposite 

to the Catalina detachment fault. Recall the observation that the far western exposure of 
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the San Xavier Fault looked different than the northern and southern ends. At the 

western-most exposure, a hematitic breccia has formed, whereas in the other two 

locations, only yellow gouge is present. The San Manuel detachment fault, on the north 

side of the Catalina Range, has a narrow gouge zone similar to the northern and southern 

end of the San Xavier Fault, and approximately the same amount of hanging wall 

rotational deformation (personal observation). The Pirate Fault, located at the western 

terminus of the Catalina Range has a hematitic breccia very similar to the far western 

exposure of the San Xavier Fault. 

This separation of Cooper's (1973) San Xavier fault into a low angle, N60°E 

striking detachment fault and a later normal fault set, allows several observations to be 

reconciled. The first is the observation that the westernmost exposure of the fault 

contains east plunging S80E lineations, indicating top-to-the-east movement. This 

observation, along with Weaver's (1965) measurement of east-west trending lineations are 

explained as being a part of the north-south lending normal faults. 

The second is the apparent rotation of the Ruby Star batholith given by the 

hornblende barometry work. If the Ruby Star Granodiorite, which trends N40-50°W, is 

cut by a set of east dipping normal faults, then the upper parts of the batholith are 

effectively lowered off to the east side of the range. Several kilometers of down-dropping 

is required between hornblende samples hbll and hbl2. Assuming normal faults with a 

N0°Ey40°E orientation, 6km of down-dropping would give a significant amount of 

extension - near 100%, but as the barometry has such large errors, the amount of 
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extension is largely unknown. This style of deformation would preserve the apparent 

uprightness of the batholith while accounting for the barometry measurements. 

The third observation reconciles Cooper's (1960) hypothesis that the E^a and 

Mission mines are the upper part of the Twin Butte Mine. If the hangingwall moved 

perpendicular to the fanglomerate's strike of N60°E, then the Pima and Mission mines 

should lie 3 km west of their present location. A later overprinting of low-angle, north-

south striking, east-dipping faults, would then move the Pima and Mission Mines to their 

present position. 

I have assumed that a detachment similar to the Catalina detachment operated 

beneath the Sierrita Mountains for several reasons including: 1) the Catalina fault seems 

to have affected the Tucson Mountains, which lay across the Tucson valley as do the 

Sierrita Mountains; 2) the Helmet Fanglomerate needs to be rotated about 8°, top-to-the-

west about a north-northwest axis, in order to get from the N54°E/53°SE orientation 

(caused by the rotation of 50° about the N30°W axis) to its present orientation, assuming a 

N0°E/5°E original strike; 3) an 8°, top-to-the-west rotation works well with an even 

smaller top-to-the south-southeast rotation (due to the earlier San Xavier detachment 

system) to bring o2, as defined by faults in the Sierrita pit, back to a vertical orientation; 

and 4) Basin and Range faults do not typically have 36° dips, as observed at the western 

most exposure of the San Xavier Fault. 

Titley (1982) has postulated that a series of north-south striking normal faults have 

helped to create the eastern pediment of the Ruby Star Granodiorite, and while it is still 
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undetermined whether these faults were of Basin and Range or mid-Miocene detachment 

tectonics, they should be separated from the earlier San Xavier Fault. 

By having two sets of faults, the N60°E trending trough contoured for the base of 

the San Xavier Fault by Weaver (1965) can also be reconciled, as the dropping of a north 

dipping fault by a series of East dipping faults will produce a deepening of the fault surface 

in a northeast direction. Weaver's (1965) trough was only inferred to be continuous as it 

was contoured by drill hole contacts. No N60°E-S60°W lineations have been observed to 

indicate that this trend is a muUion type feature. 

Lipman and Fridrich's (1990) observations can also be reconciled using this 

deformational history. The Miocene volcanic and sedimentary rocks which dip gentiy (10-

30°) to the south of the mine area are not uniformly dipping to the south (see Cooper's 

1973 map). I have measured the dip of these sediments and volcanic units at nearly 

horizontal, and with both southerly and westerly dips as did Cooper. The fact that the 

youngest Oligocene sediments are everywhere tilted to the south at least 30° is accounted 

for, as they all occur in the upper plate of the San Xavier detachment fault. More 

precisely, these Oligocene sediments are tilted to the south-southeast 56° due to upper 

plate deformation over the San Xavier detachment fault. The interpretation that the 

outflow of the Cretaceous Red Boy Rhyolite is tilted about 40° to the south, may be 

explained by folding as it would have been subject to Laramide compressive stresses. The 

same folding may have given the Cretaceous Demetrie Andesite its steep dip. In fact, the 

Demetrie Andesite dips to the southwest, which is denotative of Laramide compressional 

tectonics. Altematively, the Ruby Star Granodiorite batholith, which may have intruded 
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along the northwest trending Sawmill Canyon lineament, may have shouldered aside the 

earlier Demetrie Andesite and the Red Boy Rhyolite units, giving them a southwest tilt in 

the Paleocene. 

The observations by Lipman and Fridrich (1990) that ring faulting of the proposed 

Sierrita caldera is of a deeper expression, and the general increasing metamorphism to the 

north within the range can be explained by a small tilt (10° ?) due to a deeper seated fault 

of the same tectonic regime as the San Xavier fault. Alternatively, as the intrusions trend 

northwest, and are cut by north-south striking, east dipping normal faults, the northern 

end of the range will be exposed at a deeper level. And finally. Cooper's (1973), 

Looten's (1966), and other worker's mapping indicates that a series of east-northeast 

striking normal and/or strike slip faults have effectively lowered the Sierrita range from 

north to south. This observation is supported by mapping in the pit as mentioned in the 

previous chapter. 

If the conclusions drawn from the observations noted are correct, two temporally 

separate detachment systems worked to unroof the Sierrita Mountains. The first would be 

a N30°W/S30°E extension, and the second would be more of an east-west extension. This 

may have regional significance as the Baboquivari Mountians west of the Sierrita 

Mountains contain a detachment, wherein the hanging wall moved in a north-south 

orientation relative to the footwall, and the Santa Catalina Mountains northeast of the 

Sierrita Mountains have a S60°W sense of movement. 
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Conclusion 

This thesis brings a few observations to the table, and gives a somewhat 

reasonable, explanation, but as the deformational history proposed here is built upon such 

fragmentary data, further work is required. Hopefully the observations given here, with 

their interpretation will lead to insightful research that will discover aspects of the geologic 

history beyond our grasp at this point. 

More hornblende barometry work should elucidate the deformation of the 

bathohth. I caution future workers to make many thin sections of each sample site, and 

not to polish any sections until after unaltered hornblende, enclosed within late orthoclase, 

is documented. As the qualifying hornblendes are few and far between, I have actually 

made more than 30 sections to arrive at three good ones. 

Weaver (1965) has provided a significant work on the Helmet Fanglomerate, but 

more work on the normal faults needs to be done, with which evaluation of his sole fault 

may be interpreted. Locating potentially different low and high angle faults seems a 

priority. Kinematic indicators should be studied in detail as few good fault outcrops are 

available. By putting these faults together, perhaps with the help of seismic imaging and 

paleomagnetics (?), a better understanding of how the district was deformed should 

surface. 
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RE-OS ISOTOPIC STUDY 

Introduction 

Re-Os isotopes can be used to date and characterize sulfide mineralization in a 

number of ways. Unaltered molybdenite can be used to date mineralization direcdy, as it 

concentrates rhenium to several ppm, and contains virtually no initial osmium. 187Re is 

radiogenic, with a half-life of 4.16E10 years (A^1.666E-11 y '), during which time it 

decays by beta decay to 1870s. By measuring the amount of rhenium and osmium within 

a sample, the age of mineralization can be calculated. Samples need to be examined for 

alteration before they are run to be sure of the results obtained, as there are no internal 

checks on the date acquired (McCandless et. al., 1993). 

Other sulfides, such as chalcopyrite, bomite, and pyrite, concentrate both rhenium 

and osmium to ppb and ppt concentrations. By measuring the amount of radiogenic 

osmium (1870s) and 187Re relative to a relatively stable isotope such as 1880s, an 

isochron can be obtained for a suite of samples from the same deposit. This isochron, 

which is a line defined by the equation '®'Os/'®®Os(measured) = '®^Os/'®*Os(initial) + 

'®'Re/'®^Os(e^ -1), will then give an initial ratio of 1870s/1880s for the samples 

measured, and provide a measure of how radiogenic the osmium is. 

As the crust and mantle have been characterized with respect to osmium ratios 

(Allegre and Luck, 1980, Martin et al., 1991), comparisons can be made between the 

initial 1870s/1880s of porphyry copper-sulfide mineralization to mantie and crustal 
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values. This comparison can then lead to hypotheses regarding the ultimate origin of the 

copper, as osmium is considered a sensitive U-acer of crustal mixing (Johnson et. al. 1997). 

This chapter attempts to date mineralization of the Sierrita-Esperanza system, and 

constrain the sources of copper. As molybdenite dating and characterization of sources, 

using the other copper-sulfides, are quite different in nature, they are separated into two 

sections below. 

Molybdenite Work 

Sampling and Analytical Methods 

Molybdenite was collected from mineralized fractures within several different 

intrusions to constrain the period of mineralization. Two samples, 3b and 3bb, were 

collected within 30m of one another in the quartz-eye granite porphyry (see Plate 1 for 

location "3B")- Another sample, 3a, was collected ~l(X)m from the contact of the Quartz-

eye granite porphyry in the Esperanza granodiorite porphyry (see Plate 1 for location of 

"3A"). This sample was chosen close to the quartz-eye granite porphyry, with the thought 

that it would be reset to the age of the quartz-eye granite porphyry. 

The last sample (CX^O) was taken more than 700 meters from the quartz-eye 

granite porphyry contact, in the Ocotillo pit A one-dimensional cooling model of the 

quartz-eye granite porphyry, shows that the quartz-eye granite porphyry would not have 

sufficient heal to bring this sample location to 300°C, which is below the 500°C closing 

temperamre of molybdenite (Suzuki et. al., 1996). It is therefore unlikely that this last 

sample would have been reset by the quartz-eye granite porphyry, but should reflect the 
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time of mineralization associated with the earlier Esperanza granodiorite porphyry. All 

samples collected have a vein assemblage of molybdenimi, chalcopyrite, quartz, and 

orthoclase (+/- pyrite). No samples show oxidation of the sulfides. 

Samples were examined on the microprobe to find how much rhenium was 

contained within them, and to identify contamination and alteration. One sample, OCO, 

was analyzed by X-ray diffraction to find which molybdenite crystal structure was 

dominant, 2H or 3R. Samples were then dissolved using a modified Carius tube technique 

(Shirey and Walker, 1995), concentrated using distillation and resin techniques, and run on 

a negative thermal ionization mass spectrometer. All samples are reported with a 2c 

uncertainty which includes all analytical errors. Laboratory chemistry is given in Appendix 

A. 

Discussion 

Overall, the intrusions within the Sierrita-Esperanza deposit are very fresh, with 

little supergene alteration, and only a mild sericite overprint It is in this relatively fresh, 

hypogene area of ore, where most of the alteration is limited to vein selvages, that the 

molybdenite samples were collected. The samples looked fairly clean on the microprobe, 

with few contaminant quartz and orthoclase crystals. No alteration was seen, and no other 

sulfides were present. Sample OCO, which was analyzed on the X-ray diffractometer, 

was 100% 2H crystal structure. 

The three samples collected within and near the late Quartz-eye granite porphyry 

(3a, 3b, and 3bb), are younger, at 60.7 Ma, 60.0 Ma, and 60.8 Ma (+/- 300 ka, 2a) 

respectively, than the OCO sample collected in the Ocotillo pit (see Figure 28). The Oco 



Re(ppm) 1870s/1900s (Os%1sigma) 187Re/185Re (Re%1sigma) % radiogenic Os Age my (•<•/-.5% 2 sigma) 
sample 
Oco 187 4.386 0.1 0.1186 0.004 99.93 63.5 
3a 200 2.65 0.004 0.091 0.007 99.89 60.7 
3b 258 5.6287 0.04 0.143 0.002 100.02 60 
3bb 243 7.01748 0.006 0.143 0.001 99.95 60.8 

Molybdenite ages at Slerrlta with 2sigma errors 
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Figure 28. Summary of molybdenite samples. Those samples collected near to, and within the 
younger quartz-eye granite porphyry are younger, near 60ma, whereas the sample 
collected in Ocotillo pit, some 700m from the Sierrita granite porphyry, is older at 
63.5 ma. 
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sample, collected within the Ruby Star Granodiorite, 150 m from the Esperanza 

granodiorite porphyry contact, gives an age of 63.5 Ma (+/- 300 ka, 2a), similar to a K-Ax 

age of 63.1 Ma (+/-2ma, la) given for the Ruby Star Granodiorite batholith (Marvin et. 

al., 1973). 

These ages indicate that the mineralization event associated with the Esperanza 

granodiorite porphyry occurred close to the crystallization age of the Ruby Star 

Granodiorite, but 3 million years before mineralization of the quartz-eye granite porphyry. 

There is no simple way to determine if the Oco sample lost rhenium, giving the older age, 

but as it looked unaltered on the microprobe, the 63.5 Ma age seems credible. These 

dates are similar to that given by McCandless and Ruiz (1993), who gained a 55.5 Ma (+/-

3.6my, 2c) date from a molybdenite within the pit. 

As these molybdenite samples were collected within veins containing chalcopyrite 

and orthoclase, it is reasonable to suggest that chalcopyrite mineralization was also 

occurring during the dates mentioned above. The three million year separation of 

molybdenite ages also indicates that the Ruby Star Granodiorite was not the fractionated 

magma chamber responsible for all the porphyry intrusives, as it would have been cooled 

in less than 3 My. To account for mineralization related to the quartz-eye granite 

porphyry at 60 Ma, a separate magmatic chamber (possibly parent to both the Ruby Star 

Granodiorite and late-stage porphyries) is proposed. The calc-alkaline and variation 

trends (Figxires 7 and 8) indicate that a large batholith existed above a subducted plate for 

several million years, and intruded all of the Paleocene intrusives separately (see chapter 
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on Lithology and Alteration, and Anthony and Titley, 1988). 
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Chalcopyrite and Pyrite Work 

Sampling and Analytical Methods 

As much work has already been done regarding the paragenesis of the Sierrita-

Esperanza deposit (Preece, 1979, Preece and Beane, 1982), samples were collected from a 

suite of veins belonging to late-stage, low-salinity (10-15 wt% NaCl equiv.), 320-370°C 

fluids. This was accomplished by comparing the vein assemblage and fluid inclusion types 

of the sampled veins with the paragenetic relationships worked out by Preece and Beane in 

the 1980's. 

Plate 1 shows the locations of the sample sites. Chalcopyrite was collected at two 

sites: TKMPl was collected from a quartz, pyrite, chalcopyrite, epidote, orthoclase, 

molybdenite vein, on the 2700 bench, Sierrita pit, within the Sierrita granodiorite 

porphyry; and BQDl was collected from a quartz, pyrite, chalcopyrite, epidote, 

orthoclase, anhydrite, molybdenum vein, on the 2700 bench, Sierrita pit, within the Biotite 

Quartz Diorite. Samples Ande2 (coarse and fine - both pyrite) were taken from a quartz, 

pyrite, chalcopyrite, epidote, molybdenum vein, on the 3600 bench, Esperanza pit, within 

the Triassic Oxframe andesite. 

Oxygen and sulfur isotopes were also analyzed for on some of the chalcopyrite and 

pyrite veins to constrain magmatic versus meteoric fluids. Oxygen isotopes were obtained 

on samples TKMPl and BQDl as given in Appendix B, and sulfur isotopes were obtained 

by Chris Eastoe at the University of Arizona for samples Ande2 and BQDl. 

The Re-Os chemistry was done at the Department of Geosciences, University of 

Arizona trace element isotope lab, with help from Claire Freydier. The samples were all 
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dissolved using a modified Carius tube technique (Shirey and Walker, 1995), concentrated 

using distillation and resin techniques, and run on a negative thermal ionization mass 

spectrometer. Analytical, spike magnification, and blank errors (typically 4 pg Os) are 

included within the 2 sigma errors reported. Laboratory procedures are given in Appendix 

A. 

Discussion 

Stable isotope results 

Oxygen isotope measurements on quartz for samples TKMPl and BQDl indicate 

a magmatic source of fluids, with calculated H2O values of 5180 equal to 8.6°/oo and 

8.0°/oo ( +/- 0.2°/oo analytical error) respectively (personal communication, Jennifer Becker, 

1998). Sulfur values for samples BQDl (chalcopyrite) and Ande2 (pyrite) also show 

magmatic values of-.02°/oo and+l.l°/oo 534S respectively (personal communication, 

Chris Eastoe, 1998) These values indicate that the vein material sampled likely formed 

from magmatic fluids exsolved from the porphyritic Paleocene intrusions. Alternatively, 

these oxygen and sulfur values could represent pore fluids in equilibrium with the 

surrounding plutonic and volcanic rocks. 
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Re-Os results 

Samples TKMPl, Ande 2 (coarse), and Ande 2 (fine) were all spiked very well, 

though the osmium concentrations were near blank levels (0.05 ppb). Figure 29 plots 

l87Re/1880s to 1870s/1880s, and gives a 59.7 Ma (+/- 17 My, 2a) isochron, with an 

initial 1870s/1880s of 0.152 (+/- 0.33, 2c). This plot, with its accompanying errors is 

based on three the well-spiked samples listed in Table 6. The 2c error for the isochron is 

due in large part to blank contamination, as the samples contained nearly the same amount 

of Os as did the blank. To evaluate the errors due to blank, I used as a baseline, 4pg 

blank, which has been the average measured by our lab. Then I evaluated the sample 

measurements using the program ISOPLOT (model 1 solution) by Ludwig (1991), with 

20-50% deviations in this blank. A 50% deviation gives unreasonably high errors, with a 

MSWD of 0.0309. A 20% deviation gives the isochron of Figure 29, with a MSWD of 

0.298. 

The molybdenite ages discussed above give another measure of the isochron's 

validity. As the isochron gives a 60 Ma age, the same as was found with the molybdenite, 

chalcopyrite, quartz, orthoclase, +/- pyrite veins in and near to the quartz-eye granite 

porphyry, it is reasonable to accept it as factual. 



Table 6. Re-Os data on sulfides. Samples BQD1 and BQD2 were overspiked with respect to Re, and so 
are not included on isochron calculation (Figure 29). 

187Re/1880s 1870s/1880s Re ppb Os ppb 2sigma % 187Re/18SRe 
(blank based) 

2sigma % 1870s/1880s 
(blank based) 

sample 
TKMP1 118.394 0.26579 1.385 0.088 22 7 

Ande2 fine 801.476 1.00385 8.844 0.061 22 20 
Ancle2 coarse 1825.717 1.86475 19.386 0.065 24 22 



Figure 29. Isochron for well spiked samples. 
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One assumption, critical to accepting the isochron, is that the samples began with 

nearly the same initial 1870s/1880s ratio. This cannot be proven given the large errors 

associated with each sample, so I must leave this to other workers to determine, by 

making more measurements on each vein. Since the 187Re/1880s varies between the 

samples by more than an order of magnitude, small differences in initial 1870s/1880s 

ratios among samples will not affect the slope (age) of the isochron nearly as much as the 

calculated initial value for all samples. 

Heterogeneity of osmium initials within a porphyry copper system may be an 

important factor to consider, especially when collecting samples from different lithologies. 

No studies have been successfully completed to show how osmium may be mobilized in a 

porphyry copper system between host rock and mineralizing intrusion. Assuming for the 

moment however, that the fluids which deposited the sulfides contained in samples 

TKMPl and Ande2 (coarse and fine) were of the same initial osmium signature (near 

0.15), and were derived from the porphyritic suite of intrusions, some interesting 

conclusions can be reached. 

The first conclusion is that the mineralizing porphyry was not significantly 

contaminated by the upper crust into which it was emplaced. As the concentration of 

osmium is very low in the porphyry intrusions, contamination from the very radiogenic 

upper crust, which often contains O.OSppb Os at a 1870s/1880s ratio near 1.2 (based on a 

1.5-1.7 Ga crust - Martin et al. 1991) should be easily identified. Melts produced in the 

mantle wedge likely already have a 1870s/1880s ratio of 0.122 to 0.135 (present values), 

as Cr rich fluids likely carried significant volumes of radiogenic osmium from the melting 
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slab to the mantle wedge (Brandon et. al., 1996). The Os concentration of these mantle 

melts is poorly constrained, but a value of 0.3 ppb seems to be reasonable (Brandon et. al., 

1996, Saal et. al., 1998). However, modeling a mixing between upper crust and mande 

derived melts is likely unrealistic. 

As the mande derived magma mixes with the lower crust, and fractionates along its 

path toward the upper crust, it will likely become less concentrated with respect to 

osmium. Therefore, the 0.3 ppb Os concentration is unrealistically high if upper crustal 

contamination is being modeled. If a. 1 ppb Os concentration is used for the evolving, 

mantie-derived melt, with the above values for the upper crust and mande, and no lower 

crustal assimilation is taken into account, less than 10% of the Os (Cu ?) contained in the 

sulfides measured came from the upper crust. This indicates that the porphyry did not 

assimilate much metal from the upper crust The same reasoning can be used to discover 

whether the lower crust has been assimilated by mantle derived melts. 

A recent paper by Saal et. al. (1998) indicates that the lower crust is potentially 

much less radiogenic with respect to Os than the upper crust, as fractional crystallization 

has tended to eruich the lower crust in Os relative to Re. This fractionation over time may 

have dropped the 1870s/1880s signature of the lower crust to 0.4-0.8 (0.7 for a 2.3 Ga 

crust) (Saal et. al., 1997). As the crust in southern Arizona is even younger, at 1.8 Ga, 

this value could possibly be dropped lower. 

If the lower crust of Arizona had a 1870s/1880s ratio as low as 0.5 60 My ago, 

and no upper crustal contamination occurred during magma ascent and emplacement, 17% 

of the osmium contained in the sulfides at Sierrita was derived from lower continental 
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crust This calculation uses the given mantle values above, and a mean lower crust 

osmium concentration of O.lppb (Saal et. al., 1997). However, as the lower crust is 

known to be locally heterogeneous in composition (Taylor and McLennan, 1985), bulk 

estimates of lower crustal composition may have little relevance when considering the 

lower crust of southern Arizona. 

Esperanca et al. (1997) found that mafic, deep crustal and shallow upper mantle 

xenoliths of central Arizona had 1870s/1880s ratios from 0.216 to 1.51. If the 1.5 ratio 

is used, less than 5% of the porphyry copper osmium came from lower crust If the 0.216 

ratio is used, 40% of the osmium in the sulfides m?y nave come trom a lower crust melt! 

As these samples are eclogite xenoliths, which may have no correlation to the lower 

crustal rocks below the Sierrita Mountains, mixing calculations may very well be 

meaningless. Fortunately, other isotopic studies have consu^ned the lower crustal 

contribution to the porphyry bodies at Sierrita. 

Anthony (1986) estimated that the Paleocene magmas of the Sierrita Mountains 

were derived from a magma that assimilated more than 50% intermediate to mafic, 

amphibolite grade, lower crust using Sr and Nd isotopes. Bouse (1985) found that the 

sulfides associated with late stage porphyries had low 206Pb/204Pb values suggestive of a 

U depleted, lower crustal, source. Using the generally accepted average values of 0.3ppb 

(Os concentration of mantle melt), 0.128 (1870s/1880s of present mantle melts), O.lppb 

(Os concentration of lower crust), and 0.5 (1870s/1880s of 1.8 Ga lower crust), a 50-50 

mixing of lower crustal melt with mantle melts would give a present day 1870s/l 880s of 

0.22. This ratio is well within the errors of the initial 1870s/1880s of 0.152 (+/- .33) 
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calculated using the isochron of Figure 29. A 0.152 I870s/1880s initial requires a lower 

crust with a .225 initial 1870s/1880s, which is below any lower crustal xenolith analyzed 

from Arizona. Comparing Anthony's (1986) work to this low initial Os ratio of the lower 

crust creates questions regarding the how the lower crust can be non-radiogenic with 

respect to osmium, but quite radiogenic with respect to Pb, Sr, and Nd. 

Authors who have compared Pb, Sr, and Nd isotopic systems to the Os isotopic 

system have found conflicting trends. Saal et. al. (1998), and Asmerom and Walker 

(1998) have respectively found positive and negative correlations between lower crust 

1870s/1880s and 206Pb/204Pb values. Saal et. al (1998) were examining xenoliths from 

the lower crust of Australia, and Asmerom and Walker (1998) were sampling rift basalts 

from Death Valley Califomia. Saal et. al. (1998) found 1870s/1880s to correlate 

negatively with 143Nd/144Nd, and positively with 87Sr/86Sr in their study. Esperanca et. 

al. (1997), in sampling xenoliths from central Arizona, found a negative correlation 

between 87Sr/86Sr and 1870s/1880s, as with 206Pb/208Pb. A moderately positive 

correlation was seen between 143Nd/144Nd and 1870s/1880s by the same author. 

With this extreme variability in observations, it seems the lower crust is quite 

heterogeneous with respect to 1870s/1880s, and correlations with Nd, Pb, and Sr 

systems may be based on local variations in the lower crust. Johnson et. al. (1996) have 

reported that some mid-Proterozoic, and even Archean rocks may have very low, even 

chondritic 1870s/1880s values, such as the 1.87-1.83Ga Penokean orogenic terrane in 

northern Wisconsin, while younger, perhaps basaltic underplated terranes, may be much 

more radiogenic with respect to osmium. So, even though Pb isotopes indicate a 
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radiogenic source, and eNd values are quite negative, some crustal reserviors may not be 

very radiogenic with respect to osmium. 

Since rhenium and osmium are both siderophile and chalcophile, while the other 

systems rely on siderophile versus lithophile tendencies (Wolf and Anders, 1980), the 

rhenium-osmium system may behave differently than Sr, Nd, and Pb isotopic systems. 

Therefore, it is conceivable to have a mantle derived basalt encoimter a mafic to granitic 

rock in the mid-to-lower crust having a radiogenic Sr, Nd, and Pb signature, and 

assimilate large enough portions of it to attain a relatively low eNd value, and crustally 

influenced Sr, and Pb values, while at the same time retain a low 1870s/1880s ratio. 

Alternatively, the 187/1880s ratio of the lower crust may be .7 or higher, but fractional 

melting of the lower crust may not affect the osmium bearing phases nearly as much as the 

phases which contain the Sr, Nd, and Pb. Either scenario would support Anthony's 

(1986) work, and Bouse's (1995) 206Pb/204Pb work, where she showed that crustal Pb 

domains correspond with metal provinces (Titley, 1987). 

Another interesting avenue to consider is upper crustal leaching of copper 

(osmium?) by the large hydrothermal system surrounding a porphyry intrusion. Force 

(1998) has found that diabase sills within Southeastern Arizona have been hydrothermally 

leached of their copper content during chloritic alteration. If the same type of leaching has 

occurred in the Biotite Quartz Diorite, Oxframe Andesite, and Demetrie Andesite of the 

mine area, some of the osmium may also have been leached. 

Wood et. al. (1989), have proposed that hot, oxidizing, chlorine-rich fluids can 

transport platinum and palladium. Cabri (1981) reports that Os forms soluble complexes. 
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even at 25°C with CI", Br", I", NO2', SOs^', CN", ammonia, amino acids, sulfide, organic 

nitrogen compounds, and to some extant SO/'. No study to my knowledge has examined 

the mobility of Os in a porphyry copper hydrothermal system. Anthony and Titley (1994) 

found that elements residing in feldspars, oxides, and ferromagnesian minerals were mobile 

during hydrothermal alteration at Sierrita. As osmiimi is concentrated in magnetite 

(Johnson eL al., 1996), it may have been leached from host rocks at Sierrita during 

chloritic alteration, and moved into the orebody along fluid flow paths (Norton, 1982). 

As this osmium would be concentrated in the sulfides with the copper, it may be a 

good tracer for hydrothermally leached copper. If osmium has been leached from the wall 

rocks at Sierrita, even in small amounts, my isochron may be fictitious, and my initial 

1870s/1880s ratio is in error. If however, my isochron is accepted, the initial 

1870s/1880s ratio of 0.152 indicates that very little mobilization of wall rock osmium 

(copper?) into the orebody has occurred. 

Conclusion 

The isochron given by the pyrite and chalcopyrite samples at Sierrita support a 

mineralization age of 60 Ma obtained using Re-Os dating of molybdenite. The 

1870s/1880s initial value is poorly constrained at .152 (+/- .33, 2(t); however, this ratio 

does indicate that the upper crust was not significantly assimilated during magma ascent. 

As Anthony (1986) and Bouse (1995) have shown that the lower crust has been 

significantly assimilated in the generation of the porphyry suite at Sierrita, the relatively 
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unradiogenic signature of the sulfides show that the lower crust of southern Arizona has a 

1870s/1880s ratio less than .5. 
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Appendix A 

Lab procedures for preparing and analyzing Re-Os on sulfides were as follows. . l-

.2 g of sulfide sample was weighed to the fourth decimal place and digested in a carius 

tube with 6 ml HN03, 2ml H202, 2 ml HCl, and spike, at 240°C overnight. The Os was 

then extracted from the sample as the following diagram illustrates: 

Os distillation 

Set up as follows: 

11 Ml 

H202 
falcon 
tube w/ 
10 nl 
Br 

Ice 
Bath ample 

•s HNOa 

Hot plate at 150 C stand 

Here the sample is rinsed from the Carius tube with 5ml of 8 N HN03, put in a 

savilex on a hot plate at 150°C, and allowed to boil after 1 ImL of H202 have been added. 

The boiling is stopped after 1 hour and 20 minutes, after which the separated sample is 

dried, preparatory for the next step. 
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Os Microdistillation 

15 microliters of chromurge is added to the dried down osmium sample, and 15 

microliters of HBr are added to the top of the container, so that when the container is put 

on a hot plate, and wrapped with aluminum foil, the Os will be collected in the HBr. This 

process is carried out for 80 minutes on a 80°C hot plate, after which the sample is dried 

down under a 70°C heat lamp. 

Re Columns 

The sample containing rhenium is concentrated by putting it through two sets of 

columns containing a AG 1x8 100-200 resin. The resin is cleaned with 8 N HN03, and 

then conditioned with . 1 N HN03 before the sample is collected. The sample is then 

rinsed three times with .IN HN03, and then collected with 8 N HN03. The first set of 

columns use an order of magnitude of more reagent than the second set, and the sample is 

dried between each set. 

Negative Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometer 

The Os samples are loaded onto platinum filaments by first collecting the sample 

with HBr, and then applying 1-2 microliters of sample onto the filament This is allowed 

to dry under a heat lamp before .7 microliters of BaOH is added on top of it. The filament 

and sample is again dried before insertion into the spectrometer. The filament is slowly 

heated to 800°C, with a small 02 gas applied; and once the signal is strong and stable, the 

sample is measured, often with the help of a Daly multiplier. 
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The Re sample is loaded on platinum filament also, but is put on after 2 microliters 

of BaS04. Re typically requires a higher filament temperature of 9(X)°C for measurement, 

and concentrations typically allow the use of the Faraday detector. 
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Appendix B 

Jennifer Becker, a graduate student at the University of Arizona, ran my two 

oxygen samples in the following manner: 

Approximately 3mg of clean quartz was obtained from the vein and ground to a 

fine sand, and dissolved overnight in heated BrF5. The BrF5 was then collected in two 

liquid nitrogen baths, and the oxygen from the sample was allowed to flow into a 

container of heated carbon, where it was converted into C02 gas. The carbon dioxide 

then was allowed to move into a container submerged in liquid nitrogen, so it would be 

trapped. Non-condensible gases were bled off while the carbon dioxide was frozen, and 

then the sample was taken to a mass spectrometer equipped for analyzing gaseous 

samples. 
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